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KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — The Land Between the Lakes will
continue to be run as a protected area even as the Tennessee Valley
Authority considers ways to make it more self-sufficient. TVA director William Kennoy said Monday.
"TVA has no plans to change the original mission for LBL, and
remains committed to managing LBL as directed in the original stated
purpose," said Kennoy, the only Kentuckian on the three-member
TVA board.
Faced with a shrinking budget from Congress, TVA proposed five
concepts to help the 170,000-acre nature reserve straddling the
Kentucky-Tennessee border pay for itself.
The plans, widely criticize& by Lindowners -and environmentalists.
would have recovered up to 80 percent of LBL's $7 million budget by
adding full-service resorts, a theme park and golf courses.
The public comment period on those plans ended April 15. Texas
A&M is compiling the responses. That work should be completed
later this month, and TVA will begin looking through them for new
ideas.

Sonic boom
puts Rockets
in 0-2 hole
Page 6
_
WORLD

War crimes
trial begins
THE HAGUE, Netherlands
(AP) — A Bosnian Serb bar
owner went on trial today on
murder and torture charges in
the first international war
crimes trial since the aftermath
of World War II.
Dusan Tadic, accused of killing and torturing Muslims . in
and around Serb-run- prison
camps in northwestern Bosnia,
was charged with bfeaches of
the Geneva Conventions, war
crimes and crimes against
humanity.
He also had been charged
with rape, but .In the opening
minutes of the trial the court
agreed to drop the rape
charges at the request of prosecutors, who said the victim
was too frightened to testify.
Tadic, 40, has pleaded innocent to all the charges,

GOP has gas
tax votes
' WASHINGTON (AP) —
Senate Democrats are conceding they can't block an electionyear push by Senate Majority
Leader Bob Dole and other
Republicans to temporarily cut
the federal gasoline tax.
"They're in the majority.
They have the votes," Senate
Minority Leader Tom Daschle,
D-S.D., said Monday.
Democrats are forgoing a
fight even though many are criticizing the reduction, saying it
could amount to a windfall for
oil companies if they don't pass
along the cut to consumers.
—
WEATHER
Flash flood watch today
and tonight...
Tonight...Mostly cloudy
with a chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Low around
65. Wind southwest 5 to 10
mph. Chance of rain 40
percent.
Wednesday...Partly sunny
with a 30—percent chance of
afternoon thunderstorms. High
80 to 85.
LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY. . 360.3,unc/65*
BARKLEY....360.3,+0.1/64'
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REACHING OUT: As Jamie Trevathan looks on, Bob Cochrum pets one of his mules following Mon.
day's heavy rains. The men were enjoying the outdoors between the torrential showers Calloway County
experienced yesturday.

•See Page 2

Hazel budget
clears first
hurdle Monday
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
The Hazel City Commission heard the first reading of its 1997
fiscal year budget Monday at its regular meeting.
Mayor Dan Farris told the commissioners the city has projected a
begining general fund balance of $225,000.
Farris projected the city will have $30,000 in the road aid fund
and $9,200 in the fire department fund.
Farris said Hazel will appropriate $42,000 for expenditures from
the general fund for the next fiscal year which begins July 1.
The city will appropriate $12,000 from the road aid fund this
year and $5,000 for the fire department from its fund.
The city will publish a copy of the budget in the Ledger and the
commission will conduct a public hearing on the subject at its June
meeting.
At that time, the commission will vote on the budget's second
reading.
In other business, the commission:
II See Page 2
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Hazel Mayor Dan Farris (far left) and the Hazel City Commission discuss the city's 1997 fiscal year budget
at its monthly meeting Monday night at Hazel City Hall.

PLAYHOUSE

Judge dismisses
some charges iff
Whitewater trial

Lana Bell
resigns as
director

By JAMES JEFFERSON
Associated Press Writer

Lana Bell has resigned as the
executive director for the Playhouse
in the Park in Murray to pursue
another theatre opportunity. Bell's
resignation will be effective in
mid-May when she will leave the
Playhouse. She will remain in the
Murray area and will be involved
with touring children's shows to
small towns in the region.
"My first love is working with
children and children's theatre,"
says Bell. "This gives me the opportunity to do it on a regular basis."
Bell began working at the Playhouse in January, 1994. During her
three year term of leadership, the
Playhouse presented over 150 onsite performances, 13 off-site performances, conducted over 200
hours of children's theatre instruction and over 20 hours of off-site
technical theatre instruction.
Besides performance accomplishments, Bell has been active in
all areas of development in the
community theatre, including successful fundraising campaigns,
grant writing, and public relations.
She currently serves as the president
of the Business Coucil for the Arts
and is actively involved in the
planning fo the 1996 Jackson
Purchase Art and Craft Festival.
II See Page 2

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) —
A judge threw out four charges
each against Gov. Jim Guy Tucker and Susan McDougal in the
Whitewater trial, saying prosecutors had not produced enough
evidence.
The third defendant, Jim
McDougal, still faces all 19
charges against him.
Tucker and the McDougals,
who were President and Hillary
Rodham Clinton's former partners in the Whitewater land development, were indicted last
August on fraud and conspiracy
charges for allegedly misusing $3
million in federally backed loans
obtained before Tucker became
governor in 1992.

BERNARD KANE/L*09er & TImes photo
AFTERNOON WRECK: An accident at the Intersection of 11th
and Sycamore streets sent several people to Murray-Calloway County Hospital Monday afternoon. At press time Tuesday, the Murray
Police Department had failed to release any information about the
accident.

1

U.S. District Judge George
Howard Jr. on Monday let -stand
seven felony counts against
Tucker, including a government
claim that he conspired with
McDougal in arranging_loans
from the McDougals' savings and
Joan.
But the judge said Tucker
could not be held accountable for
four charges regarding a $65,000
loan made to a business associate
who lied about how the money
was spent on loan documents.

"Let's go to the
jury and see what
they say."
Sam Heuer
Attorney for Jim McDouga;

Howard also cleared Mrs.
McDougal of the conspiracy
charge, saying a reasonable jury
would not be able to convict her
on it. He also rejected two wirefraud charges against her and
another one that said she lied to
the Small Business Administration about a loan with which
Tucker bought a sewer-and-water
utility.
Mrs. McDougal still faces four
felony charges, including misuse
of a $300,000 loan.
Assistant Independent Counsel
W. Ray Jahn denied that Monday's ruling was a setback for
prosecutors.
"This doesn't change the evidence. This does not change the
indictment," Jahn said. "It presents the jury with fewer issues
to resolve."
See Page 2
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Hazel...
Murray police arrest fugitive III
FROM PAGE 1
a

By JIM MAHANES
Writer
The Murray Police Department
arrested a Michigan man Saturday after discovering he is
Staff

We can provide information and coverage for your

HOME
INSURANCE

Ask about Shelters
LIFE, CAR, FARM,
BUSINESS
coverages too

Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed in KY 8 TN
759.1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 12th St • liurrr#

•

Wen always be there for you.
Shelter Insurance Co. Horne CfAce. C.olumbia. FAO

wanted by the FBI.
According to a Murray Police
Department press release, officer
Steve Robinson pulled over a
vehicle driven by John Cutrubes,
33, of Detroit, Saturday for suspicion of driving under the
influence.
After checking Cutrubes' driving status through MPD's national crime computer, Robinson
learned he was wanted in Detroit
by theaFBI for unlawful flight to
avoid prosecution.
Upon searching Cutrubes' vehicle, Robinson and his partner
Max (MPD's canine unit) discovered three grocery bags and one
plastic bag allegedly containing
marijuana.
The total amount of marijuana
was estimated to be close to two
pounds, according to the release.
Cutrubes was charged by MPD
with trafficking in marijuana over
eight ounces and being a fugitive
from another state.
He is being held without bond
in the Calloway County Jail
while authorities from Kentucky
and Michigan work out extradition details.

Mother's Day
12noon
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*Discussed plans to let the Calloway County Sheriff's Department dispatch for the Hazel Fire
Department.
Farris said Sheriff Stan Scott
approached him and volunteered
the dispatch service free of
charge.
Farris said Scott had talked
with fire personnel and had the
full suppoit of the department.
"I feel every (County emergency agency) should be under a
central dispatch," Farris said.
,."We should take advantage of the
sheriff's offer."
'Was updated on the status of
a $250,000 home renovation
grant the city applied for and was
awarded by the Kentucky Housing Authority.
Farris told commissioners that
$120,000 of that money had been
used for three homes in Hazel.
and there was plenty of money
left in the fund for the remaining
houses on the list.
.Voted to allow an existing
mobile home to be moved from a
tract of land in Hazel to another
part of the city.
According to Hazel city ordinances, mobile homes must meet
several different criteria.
Commissioners agreed that
even though the structure does
not meet aesthetic qualities outlined in the ordinance, the move
brings the trailer closer to city
ordinances than when it was at its

previous location.
The commissioners voted to
allow the move on the conditions
that Constable Max Parrish
inspect the structure and make
sure it has proper utility hook-ups
and that it meets all easement
requirements outlined in the
ordinance.
*Reviewed a request to sell a
city-owned lot located on Barnett
Street,
According to Farris, the
request was made by a resident
who wants to move a mobile
home on the lot.
Farris told commissioners the
size of the lot would not allow
enough room to place a mobile
home and also meet city
ordinances.
"I would love to sell (the lot),
but I don't want to sell it under
false pretenses that they can
move a trailer on it when they
can't," Farris said.
'Set a date of May 31 and June
1 for the city's spring cleanup.
Although the date was set by
the commission, the city has not
yet contracted to have the trash
hauled.
Farris said he had received one
bid for the work and was waiting
to hear from several others.
Farris said Jimmy Gallimore,
who hauled the trash last year,
had submitted a bid of $750 for
the work but that he was waiting
to hear from several others.

•Whitewater...
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FROM PAGE 1
The Office of the Independent
Counsel wrapped up its case Friday after nine weeks of
testimony.
Defense lawyers said they were
ready to begin presenting their
case today.
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"Let's go to the jury and see
what they say," said Sam Heuer,
Jim McDougal's lawyer.
David Hale, who ran a federally backed lending company, has
claimed that Clinton pressured
him to make the $300,000 loan to
Mrs. McDougal. During the trial,
he said only that Clinton benefited from the loan, but no other
witness backed up his account.
In videotaped testimony, Clinton has denied Hale's claim.
Heuer said he might show the
videotape to the jury as early as
Wednesday.
The defendants were accused
of defrauding the . McDougal's
Madison Guaranty Savings and
Loan and Hale's Capital Management Services Inc. The alleged
scheme included filing false
documents with the SBA, which
funded Hale's company.
Hale, the government's chief
witness during the trial, was sentenced to two years, four months
in prison on two unrelated fraud
charges. He also was ordered to
pay $2 million in restitution to
the SBA.

Consumer groups:
Local phone bills
to increase $10
By JEANNINE AVERSA
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Telephone companies are proposing
that the cost of the most basic
level of local phone service be
allowed to rise $10 a month over
the next five years for most
Americans, a coalition of consumer groups says.
In a filing to be made today to
the Federal Communications
Commission, the Consumer Federation of America and the
American Association of Retired
Persons projected the increase
after examining 13 "universal
service" filings nationwide.
The proposals were submitted
by seven regional Bell telephone
companies, four long-distance
companies, the United States
Telephone Association and Pacific Telesis and Pacific Bell, which
filed jointly.
The phone companies acknowledge the basic service rates
would rise but contend that for
most consumers the total bills
would not go up. They contend
that fees for other ,services, such
as caller ID or call waiting,
would go down.
"The basic rate may go up, but
not the total bill," said Bill
McCloskey, a spokesman for
BellSouth Corp. "Consumers
should get reductions in other
parts of their bill."
"Essentially, what the companies are asking for is to shift a
big portion of the cost (of universal telephone service) onto the
local Bell and make it more
expensive to get local phone service," said Bradley Stillman,
telecommunications director for
the consumer federation.
Not all phone companies advo-

cated basic rate increases in their
FCC filings, Stillman said. Local
Bell telephone company Nynex
and long-distance provider MCI,
which is moving into the local
phone business, were the only
two that didn't out of all 13 telephone companies surveyed, he
said.
"We don't believe a local basic rate increase is consistent with
the Telecommunications Act,"
said Nynex spokeswoman Jamie
DePeau. "We have worked out
agreements with many of .our
states that cap local rates. We
intend to comply with those
agreements."
The rate increase proposals
have drawn some initial opposition at the FCC. Today's editions
of The Washington Post quoted
the agency's chairman, Reed
Hundt, as saying, "I'm totally
focused on the need to keep the
local phone bill affordable."
Nationwide, the cost of basic
service averages about $18 a
month, according to industry
officials.
The phone company documents
were filed as part of a proceeding
to implement the 1996 Telecommunications Act. The FCC, at
Congress' behest, is looking into
revamping the current system
used to pay for and make telephone service affordable to rural
and other high-cost areas and to
low-income customers.
Proponents of the Telecommunications Act had argued that
provisions of the new law
designed to foster competition
would exert pressure on phone
companies to keep prices down.
Opponents said the possibility of
mega-mergers in the telecommunications industry would tend to
drive prices up.

LBL...
FROM PAGE 1
Regardless of the outcome, Kennoy promised that "LBL will continue as a National Recreation Area providing outdoor recreation and
environmental education."
TVA will produce a list of alternatives over the next several months
that will require environmental impact statements, TVA spokeswoman
Barbara Martocci said. Public comments will probably be taken in
early 1997.
Martocci conceded that one alternative "could be that LBL remains
exactly as it is and we do nothing." But that would have to be
weighed against the need to reduce congressional spending on the
preserve.
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FROM PAGE 1
Bell will have new, comfortable
seats in place at the theatre.
"We're going to really miss Lana
and her expertise," says Don
Robertson, president of the Playhouse board of directors. "She has
made significant contributions to

Reabcik%
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through Friday
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(Retail values up to $90.00)
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women. kids coming soon.

753-6578 (day) or

"A GREAT BEGINNING TO LIFE-LONG LEARNING"

THE
CHESTNUT
PRESCHOOL
1205 B Center Drive • Murray
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the theatre and we wish her the
best."
The board of directors has recently appointed Michael Robinson to
fill the interim position as administrative director after Bell leaves.
"We're very fortunate to have
Michael on board," says Robertson.
"He'll be here to add continuity and
the entire board will assist in the
transition.
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Fourth and fifth grade academic team members from Murray Middle
School celebrate winning the District Governor's Cup. Members of the
team are: Brian West, Emily Seay, Allison Kipphut, Megan Black, Shanna Gibson, Lora Hopkins, Charlie Adams, Philip Montgomery, Brian Talley, Brett Brown, Austin Swain, Tyler Harper, Kate Farrell, Ryan Cobb
and Frank Virant.
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Melissa Baird completed a water quality analysis research project
through the Engineering Ahead! Program which she attended in the
summer of 1995 at the University of Kentucky. She is shown presenting
her project to Stephanie Wyatt's environmental science class at Calloway County High School.

East Elementary's Team B visited three waste management facilities
during their study of community problems.
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Anna Rhodes visited Murray Middle School and shared information, stories and songs about her native homeland of Mozambique. Shown with
Mrs. Rhodes are sixth graders Stephanie Donnelly, Carol Stockard, Steven Butterworth, Jessica Connelly and Justin Seeley.
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The following are the breakfast winners at Southwest Elementary
School for the National Breakfast Week March 44: front row — George
Cruz and Amanda Schroader; back row — Jay Jenkins and Emily
Pritchett.
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As part of the study on birds, Casey Buttenvorth's father, Paul, brought
game birds to show Tammie Crouch's primary class at North Calloway
Elementary.

Lindsey Krouse and Maggie Sasso, seventh graders at Murray Middle
School, are comparing how Fibonacci's numbers appear in nature. They
are using an artichoke to count the rows in Mr. Gierhart's math class.
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Calloway County Middle School students are shown working in the
school's greenhouse. This gives students hands-on activities within the
greenhouse. They learn all practical applications of growing and economic responsibilities.

'A

Students in Mrs. Baust's fourth grade class at Murray Middle School
are reviewing math facts. Shanna Gibson is running with a math fact
while Amanda Sullivan chases her with the answer.

Upon completing a unit on health and nutrition, Debbie Pardue's primary class at North Elementary School had a special visitor treat them to
healthy snacks. Cindy Young prepared and served the snacks with
assistance from her son, Jacob Young. She also talked about her job
as a home health care nurse.

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs of the Murray
Independent School District and the Calloway County Schools and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753.4363) or the
Calloway Coun4y Public Schools (753.3033).

Lacey Kimbro and Bryan Coles are the winners of the Easter baskets at
Southwest Elementary School's cafeteria spring Easter party.
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Zachery Clendenen and Harmon Brown make edible ornaments during
the Christmas unit in Sherida Gentry and Brenda Scarbrough's class at
the Calloway County Preschool.

In a nutrition study, students of Martha Leet and Fonda Grogan learnea
where ice cream comes from and the many steps involved. They then
enjoyed an ice cream treat.

Calloway County Middle School Six-A students are preparing trees
given by the Forrestry Service for middle school students. Students
were given tree trees with instructions on how to plant them.
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ANALYSIS

Republicans feud on
abortion at bad time
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — As Sen. Bob Dole struggles to pick his
spots and set his agenda for the campaign against President Clinton, the Republican feud over abortion has flared anew at the
wrong time.
Not that there's really a right time for an intraparty argument
unlikely to satisfy either side. But this distraction changes the subject just as Dole settles on targets that might offer an edge, notably
the repeal of the 4.3 cent-a-gallon gasoline tax increase of 1993.
During a slack season, with his campaign money short until his
:GOP nomination is formally bestowed on Aug. 14, Dole needs solidarity, not this preview skirmish of a dispute that will be replayed
'at the Republican National Convention.
The dispute is over the abortion plank that has been in the last
four GOP campaign platforms, advocating "a human life amendment to the Constitution."
Dole has tried to. make the abortion issue a fight against Clinton
for-vetoing a bill to ban late-term, partial-birth abortions. Clinton
vetoed the bill on grounds the procedure is sometimes needed to
protect .the health of the mother.
The veto drew an angry backlash from Roman Catholic leaders.
Dole called it a big mistake. "He is out there on the extremist
edge," the Senate majority leader said.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich repeated that description in saying
there would be an attempt to override Clinton's veto early next
month. The override vote would be a way to refocus the debate on
Clinton's support for abortion rights.
Dole favors a constitutional amendment to ban abortion, with
exceptions in cases involving rape or incest, or threatening the life
of the mother. Only the latter exception would be covered by the
prior GOP platform language. The nominee-to-be has said he
would consider changes in the wording as long as it reaffirms a
clear anti-abortion stance.
Gingrich, in a CBS-TV interview, wouldn't say, deferring to
Rep. Henry Hyde of Illinois, who will be the Republican platform
committee chairman. Hyde opposes abortion, and has said he didn't
take the platform job to retreat.
The speaker said "the entire right-to-life movement" should
focus on Clinton's veto, and on the issue of using public money for
abortions. "I think we'll remain a pro-life party, but we'll also recognize that we have a very large pro-choice wing," he said.
Meanwhile, Christian Coalition executive director Ralph Reed
caused an uproar among fellow social conservatives by proposing
new language for the platform. Reed quickly added that he was not
retreating from advocating a constitutional ban, and said, if anything, a sentence might be added condemning the Clinton veto.
But no one has yet found a way to reconcile those conflicting
positions. So Dole wants to focus the abortion argument on Clinton, knowing, as Gingrich said, that the issue will be back in
August at GOP platform hearings, and possibly for a settlement on
the convention floor. .
It also has energized Dole's defeated rival, Pat Buchanan, who
remains a candidate, although without a real campaign. Buchanan
has-.conceded the nomination but vows a fight to preserve the antiabortion plank as is. He demands that Dole make a clear statement
supporting the _plank without change.
Buchanan doesn't have the delegate strength to enforce his
demands. But he does have a following and a tough-talking style
that can keep the GOP argument going.
Actually, this round began in mid-April, just after the Clinton
veto, when Gov. George Pataki of New York said he would seek to
have the anti-abortion plank dropped from the 1996 platform. Gov.
Christie Whitman of New Jersey advocates that change, as do Gov.
Pete Wilson of California and Gov. William F. Weld of
Massachusetts.
Wilson said the plank is unrealistic, because there won't be a
constitutional amendment — not with two-thirds votes required in
on an issue where polls indicate a
Congress to start an attempt
majority of voters opposes an outright abortion ban.
Dole said Monday there will be more discussion of the issue, and
ample time for it, with the convention about three months away.
But he'd surely prefer that Republicans spend that time disputing
Clinton rather than one another.
Republican National Chairman Haley Barbour said he does not
think the abortion issue will divide the party. But it is a distraction,
and one he wishes would go away. "There's less here than meets
the eye," he said.
Perhaps. But not less than meets the ear..
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated Press, has reported on Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signal by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be typewritten and should be on topics of general interest. Letters must not be
more than 500 words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to Letter to the Editor. Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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A woman oftrue grit
Aunt Regina was a saint. No
doubt about it. But you couldn't say
MAIN STREET
a word to my mother on her sisterin-law's behalf, unless you were
looking. for trouble.
For one thing,it didn'tcarry much
weight with Mother that Regina
attended 6:30 Mass each morning.
Ledger & Times columnist
And the fact that on week nights my
pious aunt did the dishes by herself
been wearing that old navy blue coat
so her children could get to their assertive."
for years," Mother clucked every
homework right after supper did not
impress my mother either.
That statement amazed me. All winter of my childhood,as if Regina
were somehow daft for not demand"She lets those kids get away with those years of growing up, I envied
ing
a fur.
murder," Mother declared. "I hope
my cousins because I wanted a
Mother's brother, Bernard, was
they don't expect to be waited on
mother just like theirs. Non asserhand and foot when they visit here," tive. She never yelled, she allowed Regina's husband,and mother never
she went on. "Because if they do..." the kids to play in the street, and she breathed a word of criticism about
Her voice trailed off without gave them money to buy ice cream him. He was the one who believed
finishing the thought, but we knew from the Good Humor man every that women should eschew makeup
and other frippery. He was also the
what it meant. If the Kelly cousins night in the summer.
came calling and were not quick to
Aunt Regina was not much of a reason my aunt never raised her
embrace Mother's household poli- cook; I had to agree with my mother voice. She was always avoiding the
cies, there would be the devil to pay. on that. But who cared about cook- creation of any disturbance that
To their credit, my cousins never--ing when she bought- chocolate -might raise my grumpy uncle's ire.
balked at their Aunt Emily's rules. cakes from Ebinger's Bakery for It was her way of protecting her
Whether they came for an afternoon dessert instead of making her own children.
Uncle Bernard was stricken with
or part of a summer, they fell into from scratch? Not me.
our routine without faltering.
terminal cancer before his- two
"Your mother was my favorite
youngest children were still in high
Mother criticized her sister-inaunt," one of them told me recently. law behind her back for things that school. Aunt Regina insisted on
"She was so different from my did not matter. Regina didn't drink, keeping him at home, and she took
mother," my cousin said. "So and was not a snappy dresser."She's care of him all by herself for months

Constance Alexander

through his final days. My mother's
carping stopped at about that time,
for even she had to admit that my
solid, un-fancy aunt was a woman
of true grit.
"TdOnTknow Wow she does it day
after day," Mother said more than
once. "I would have given up."
After her husband died, Aunt
Regina blossomed a little. She began -wearing pale pink lipstick, and
she traded 6:30 Mass for the 8:00
a.m. version. And that's about all,
except that she also got a job in a
Catholic Hospital closet° her home
in Brooklyn.It was the first time she
ever worked, and she stayed nearly
three decades years before she retired in her early 80's.
Aunt Regina celebrated her 90th
birthday this year,and the milestone
was marked by a family gathering of
her children, grandchildren, great
grandchildren and other relatives. If
I had been able to make the long trip
from Kentucky to New York for the
occasion, I would have told her that
I have admired her steadfast faith
and her remarkable equanimity ever
since I was a child. And I would
have thanked her for being such a
good aunt. I think my mother would
approve.
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Let the discussions begin

By Robert F. Sexton
, citizens, teachers, and business
The creation of the task force to people better than do legislative
review the implementation of the
hearings. Since the task force's
Kentucky Education Reform Act of work extends over a considerable
1990 and the status of elementary
amount of time, people can have
and secondary education is a wise
real conversations in their commustep that will benefit Kentucky
nities about their scluxAls. and they
schools and Kentucky students.
can reach consensus. The Prichard
The task force, proposed by Gov.- Committee will use its volunteers
Paul Patton and approved by the
to create these kinds of conversaGeneral Assembly. provides a
tions by holding (own forums and
thoughtful and deliberate way to look community meetings all over the
at the evidence and see what is and state.
is not working, in Kentucky schools.
The task force is a good way to
It should also provide a careful and learn from experience and to take
analytical method of preparing for
deliberate and thoughtful actions to
legislation in the future.
improve Kentucky schools with
.This task force gives us a chance minimum disruption to the work
to locik at real evidence about
teachers are doing now.
learning from researchers.,teachers.
And what should the task
and students. Kentucky's reform is• force do? First. I hope it looks at
probably the most highly researched serious and legitimate research and
educational endeavor ever, and we
gets plenty of, advice from consult:~
would he foolish not to use that
ants. teachers. school administraresearch. The task force is also an
tors, and others who have studied
opportunity to look at all parts of
Kentucky education carefully. I
Kentucky's education system as well call on the task force members:
as the whole, to determine how the
please look at evidence that stands
pans fit together and whether they
up to serious intellectual scrutiny.
work well together for children.
Be wary of the fact that there's
The task force should also be a disagreement among researchers
chance for a balanced and civil
across America about standardized
review from all parties. It encourtesting, debate that questions the
ages participation from parent.
Ilt

I',.h,.?

how to push more impmvement in
kind Of research we've Seen from the grades 4-12. The task force should
Office of Education Accountability
determine whether the fourth grade
and the Kentucky Institute for
-has become a bottleneck for better
Education Research panels on the
teaching and how to leverage
Kentucky Instructional Results
increased learning in middle and
Information System.
high schools.
!also hope the task force will
The task force should look at
look at all pans of the school
retraining the whole teacher work
system—not Just the high profile
force-and how to put emphasis on
topics like assessment and primary
much-needed professional developschool, hut also at less volatile Nil
ment. It should look at ways to.
extremely important issues: school find more time for both teacher and
councils and their effectiveness in
•
student learning.
increasing learning: family resourcL;
The task force should find
youth services centers: extended
ways to engage parents more
school services: technology: the
deeply in the education of their
SEEK formula and creating an
children.
adequate tax base to support school
Other topics may arise as the
funding: how schools are reaching task force talks to parents. teachers.
disadvantaged and minority chiladministrators, and researchers.
dren: school governance• and
We welcome the coming
management and how effective the
discussions and the chance to learn
Kentucky Department of Education from the experience of thousands of
and local districts have been at
Kentuckians over the past six
decentralizing: the role of school
years. We want to learn so we can
hoards: the role of Universities and build a stronger system of public
the quality of teacher preparation:
schools in Kentucky.
teacher 'salaries and the new teacher
compensation plan required in 1990 Robert F. Sexton is exe'cutive
but never produced.
director of The Prichard CommitI also hope the task force will
tee for ACademic Excellence
look at some new and rarely addressed topics. I hope it will look at
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Bureaucilts'silly document
The federal officials at the Occupational Safety and Health Administration say that I have given them
a bum rap, and it appears they are
right. This is how it happened:
A few weeks ago, a Chicago
manufacturer gave me a copy of a
document called a Material Safety
Data Sheet.
It is a set of guidelines that
businesses must have for any material they use that could be hazardous
to their employees.
In this case, the MSDS was for
H20 - also known as water.
Most of it was in jargon that
would be unintelligible to a layman.
But the manufacturer told me it was
legitimate.
So I did a column about it,
because it struck me as being kind of
silly for a federal agency to be
telling people about what water can
and can't do.
A few days later, I got a call from
a spokesperson for OSHA who said:
"OSHA does not issue MSDS's for
water. There is no such thing as an
MSDS for water.
"We can understand people
spoofing OSHA. We've had a
whole year of this. When we
deserve it, we deserve it, bUthere we
don't. It goes against what OSHA
stands for.
"Yes, there have been situations
where overzealous OSHA inspectors have said someone needs an
MSDS when they don't and a citation is issued, but they are extremely

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
&indicated columnist
rare, given the tens of thousands of
inspections we do."
I checked back with the businessman who had given me the MSDS,
and I realized that I had goofed.
From what he had said originally, I
had assumedi that he had received
the MSDS from OSHA.
But it turned out he hadn't.
Instead, he had been browsing
through a university database that
contains a voluminous listing of
MSDS documents. And he had
come across the one for water. So
he got a copy of it and decided to
pass it along to me.
"So I've been duped by a spoof," I
said.
"No," he said, "I know an MSDS
when I see one, and this one is
legitimate."
So I started trying to track down
the source of the water MSDS. But
before I finished, thew was another
call from the OSHA spokesperson.
"Yes, the MSDS for water does
exist. A company in New Jersey did
an MSDS for every substance under
the sun. We aren't the people who
devised it. A lot of consultants
advise companies on making

MSDS's, telling them they need
them for everything known to man.
They make a lot of money doing
thai"
Then the spokesperson said that
as a result of my column, some
congressmen had just introduced a
whimsical amendment withholding
funds for any MSDS's on water,and
the spokesperson bemoaned the
anti-bureaucratic raps that OSHA
endures.
"When this Congress started out,
they were saying all sorts of things,
like we killed the tooth fairy because we wouldn't let dentists give
patients back their extracted teeth.
Or that we think sand is poison. Or
that we think chalk is poison. It has
been endless.
"The standard that OSHA has is
that if someone works with hazardous material, he has the right to
know what is in it and the potential
side effects. I talked about the
consultants, but society is so lawsuit
happy that manufacturers include
(the MSDS's) with all substances to
protect themselves.
"I've heard of MSDS's for bricks
and that OSHA thought bricks and
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sand were poison and that we
required them for lumber.
"Lumber in another form can be
hazardous - wood dust can be
hazardous if you breathe it. If you
use sand for blasting, it becomes so
fine that it can cause silicosis, which
is cancer. But they said we think
beaches are hazardous.
"It's a question of which criticism
OSHA deserves and what we don't
deserve."
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Which is only fair, and in this
case, OSHA didn't deserve the criticism and I apologize for my
carelessness.
As for the water MSDS,a spokesman for the New Jersey firm that
created it said:
"We're not the only company that
has one of these on file. No,OSHA
doesn't require an MSDS for water.
But some of our customers want
everything coming into their plants
to have an MSDS. They want every
last thing documented.
"To meet that requirement, we
make the MSDS,and we developed
an MSDS for water.
"It gets to be a point where you
say, 'If that's what you want as a
customer, we will do it for you.So although OSHA wasn't at
fault, the fact that some businesses
actually pay consultants to create
documents on the uses of water just
shows how nervous the government
and its regulations have made them.
Oh, well, I guess it creates employment. If you are a consultant.
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CALENDAR

SONDRA BARNETT photo

Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club held Its Apr11 meeting at
the club house. Hostesses were, from left, Peggy BIllington, Sue Allison
and Debbie Carter. The department will have Ladies Night Out on Tuesday, May 7, at 6:30 p.m. at Dumplin's. New officers will be installed.
Hostesses will be Gall Turner, Martha Roberts, Rita Henley, Dorinda
Craig and Danette Jones.

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
SBDM Committee to meet
The Southwest Elementary School SBDM Discipline Committee will
meet on Monday, May 13th at 4:15 p.m. All interested persons are urged
to attend.

Confederate Veterans meeting set
The Tilghman-Beaure guard camp #1460 Son's of Confederate
Veteran's will have its next monthly meeting May 9th, 1996 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Water Valley United Methodist Church fellowship hall. All
members are urged to attend. The budget and the increase in annual dues
will be discussed and voted on. Those interested in joining the SCV
please call Sandy Forrest 502-753-9688.

East budget committee to meet May 8
The Budget Committee will meet at East Elementary on May 8th at 3
p.m. in the school library.

Sorority meeting held Tuesday
The next meeting for Alpha Mu #4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha
International Sorority will be held Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the home of
Kathie Fleming. There will be an installation of officers and past
International Council President Velva Blayney will be presenL

New Ginny homecoming set
The New Ginny Ridge Pentecostal Church Homecoming will be
Sunday May 12th. Service will start at 10:30 a.m. with dinner and
singing to follow.

4-H Horse Club to meet
The Calloway County 4-H Horse Clib, the Dusty Spurs, will meet
Tuesday, May 7th at the Weaks Auditorium at 6:30 p.m. Several
exciting upcoming events will be discussed. All interested individuals
are encouraged to attend. For more information call 753-1452 or 4362377.

Committee to meet Wednesday
SBDM will hold a special called meeting on Wed., May 8 at 7:30 a.m.
at the Calloway County Middle School library. The topic will be budget.

Bake sale set for May 10 & 11
Senior high youth of First Christian Church in Murray are sponsoring
their fifth annual "Bar-B-Que and Bake Sale" on Friday and Saturday,
May 10th and 11th. The sale will be held in Murray's Piggly Wiggly
parking lot located on highway 641. Sale hours are 11:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
both days. Hickory smoked ribs,chicken and pork loin sandwiches will
be available as well as a variety of baked goods. Proceeds from the sale
will be used for the youth's summer mission trip to Boone, North
Carolina, to work on a Habitat for Humanity house. The bar-b-que sale
is the same weekend as Mother's Day and Murray State's commencement. Give mom a break and bring home some great food!

Prayer Coffee planned Thursday
Murray Christian Women's Club will have a prayer coffee on
Thursday, May 9, at 9:30 a.m. at the home of Katherine Ray, 816
North 19th St., Murray. All interested persons are invited to attend.

Blind Support Group changes meeting
Calloway County Support Group for the Blind has changed its
meeting from third Thursday to second Thursday. The next meeting
will be Thursday. May 9, at 6 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County
Public Library, according to Glenda Carroll, secretary.

Tuesday, May 6
Wed9esday, May 8
Murray High School Chorus
Calloway County Public Library
concert/8 p.m./First Baptist Church.
Parents and Twos/9.30 a.m.; Story
Almo-Dexter No. 4 Fire Protection
Hour/10-30 a.m.
District meeting/7 p m./fire station at (AA)/closed
discussion/I1
Almo.
--aan./Amencan Legion Building.
Family Support Group at West View
Wednesday, May 8
Nursing Home/4:30 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
Kappa Department of Murray
senior citizens' activities. Free blood
Woman's Club/6:30 p.m./Dumplin's.
pressure checks/11 a m.-1 p.m.
Singles Organizational Society
Senior Golf League/9 a.m./Miller
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce.
Memorial Golf Course.
Info/753-9395, 489-2046 or 759-2512.
Oaks Country Club Ladies' Golf and
Alpha Mu 04760 of Epsilon Sigma
Bridge/9:30 a.m.
Alpha International Sorority/7 p.m.
Murray Country Club Ladies Golf and
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky #34,
Bridge/9:30 a.m.
First Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
Homemakers'
Clubs
Hardin TORS Chapter/7 p.m./Hardin
Pottertown/10:30 a.m./Log Cabin
Library.
Restaurant; New Concord/not
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
announced; Harris Grove/10 a.m./Ellis
discussion/8 p.ni./American Legion
Center; South Pleasant Grove/1:30
Hall. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
p.m./home of Delyghte Humphreys.
Hattie Lae Galloway Group of WestBlankenship Circle of South Pleasant
side Baptist Church/7 p.m.
Grove United Methodist Church/7 p.m.
First Christian Church Group II of
West Fork Baptist Church Bible
CWF/10:30 a.m./Eva's Country KitchStudy/7 p.m.
en; Christian Education Committee/7
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
p.m..
Study/7 p.m.
First United M•thodist Church
Westside Baptist Church service/7
Mother-Daughter Supper/6 p.m.; Edup.m.
cation Work Area/7:30 p.m.
Now Life Christian Center service/7
Step
First Baptist Church
p.m.
Ecrobics/5:15 p.m.; Bea Walker Group
University Church of Christ Bible
w/Pat Wood/7 p.m.
classes/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
classes/7 p.m.

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
April 30, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Dtinn baby girl, parents, Sara and
Ronnie, Mayfield;
Brian baby girl, parents. Normanda
and William, Benton.
Dismissals
Bedford B. Wilson and Mrs Kelly R.
Hendricks, Cadiz; Mrs. Rosalee Walker, Dexter;
Raymond G. Simoneau, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Mrs. Ella Jones and baby boy,
Sedalia; Eugene Powell, Dukedom,
Tenn.;
James Chambers, Mrs. Anna Ellison, Mrs. Pearl Williams, Mrs. Ebith
Louise Bray, Mrs. Imogene M. Davis,
Mrs. Helen O. Bennett, Mrs. Stella
Josephine Barnhill and Mrs Kelley J.
Crowley, all of Murray.
• • • •

Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, May 1, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Bean baby girl, parents. Jennifer
and Joseph, Murray;
Smith baby girl, parents. Angie and
John, Cottage Grove, Tenn
Dismissals
John W. Copeland, Kirksey; Mrs.
Thelma Elizabeth Hargrove, Dexter;
Mrs. Berelaigh L. McCarty and
Nathan K. Freeland, Benton; Russell
Parker, Hazel;
Hubert W. Sims, Milburn; Jocob N.
Doughty, New Concord; Leland E.
McCabe, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Avis Reubene Robertson, Tazz
Thornton, Clarence E. Elkins, Edward
E. Smith,
Mrs. Delia M. Southerland Sexton,
Mrs. Mary Ann Clark, Mrs. Edith B.
Jackson,
Mrs. Opal Bea Named, Ms. Dortha
Mae Cope, Miss Kristen Michelle Clayton, and Burt Edward Shelton, all of
Murray.
• Expiration
Mrs. Julia M. Garland, Murray.
• • • •

JCPenney
Welcomes
New Stylist

ACOA meeting on Thursday

502-759-4272

1

has recently joined
our styling salon staff.

759-9811
Chestnut Hills • Murray
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Jim Crick
Woodman Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
489-2322

Life Insurance Society

Peoples First 24-Month
Convertible CD

5.75%*
Annual Percentage Yield
, Now, with $500 you can own your own Peoples First
onvertible CD. you get a great guaranteed yield and if
the interest rate offered on our 24-month CD goes up at
any time prior to the maturity date, you have a one time
opportunity to CONVERT to that higher rate'. Just stop
by any Peoples First Office and talk to one of our
Customer Service Representatives.

Member FDIC

Callowm

•

Grmes

.

liwingston

.

Marshall

McCracken

(all Toll Free 1-800-285-7362
'AP•3a act:Ls-ate as of 4/30/96 The maxrnurn nterest rate is 635% with a 645% APY arid is abarate as of 4/30/96
A $500 minimum balance is recpired to open the acccx.nt and obtain the disclosed AP1d The interest rate may be
converted to the interest rate offered by Pecoies Fist on its 24 month fixed rate CD at the trne The req./est is
received and icon conversion. the p,py MI change The nterest rate may be converted oily one tine clxrng the
term of the CD A penalty opt be rnposed for early withcrawai
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FINALLY, A CONVERTIBLE YOU CAN AFFORD!

Ballard

-

r

WI Peoples First
Julie Rowe

1

tig:11

HAVE YOU ALWAYS WANTED
A CONVERTIBLE?

Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or dysfunctional familiies
(ACOA) will meet Thursday, May 9, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at Calloway County Health Department, 701 Olive St., Murray. For more
information call Carolyn at 753-6026 or Nancy at 753-7405.

Free Consultation

*
:19,11
1
44$00
4rIt

Newborn admission
Wilson baby boy, parents, Amy and
Michael, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Lala E. Smith and Mrs. Nor.
manda Jeanine Brian and baby girl,
Benton;
Miss Pearl M. Clark, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Sabrina D. Bowker Smith, Kirksey; Daniel A. Manier, Farmington;
Mrs. Michelle L. Barnard and Mrs.
Sara Catherine Dunn and baby girl,
Mayfield,
Ms Ann Hillis, Billy W. P'Pool, Mrs.
Marie Carter, Mrs. Donie U. Futrell,
Mrs Sammie F. Snow, and Milo B.
Graham, all of Murray.
Expiration
Mrs Sue Carraway Wicker, Murray.
•
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for Thursday, May 2, have
been released as follows:
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One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospi-

VFW 6291 Post and Ladies Auxiliary of Veterans of Foreign
Wars will meet Thursday, May 9, at 7 p.m. at the American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray. All members are
encouraged to to attend.

Deborah Green

Jr am:
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HOSPITAL REPORTS

First Baptist Church Ladies Bible
Study/10 a m , Fellowship supper/5-30
p.m., Library open/6:15 p.m.; Youth
Prime Time, Praise1/6:30
Prayer
Meeting- Ind Bible -Siudyi6:35 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir and Intercessory
Prayer/7:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Kids Club,
Youth, College/Career and Adult Bible
Bible Studies/7 p.m.
Dexter. Baptist Church worship/130
p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum ,
PASU/open 830 a.m.-1:15 p.m
Currie Center Gallery/MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSLI/open
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

••••• ...•••

4
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VFW meeting on Thursday

• Creativeby Designs •

Wednesday, May 8
Faith Apostolic Church prayer
service/7 p m.
Eastwood Baptist Church study/7
p.m.
Community Baptist Church Bible-Study/7 p m.
Church of Living God prayer,
service/7 p m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church services/7
p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Holy
Eucharist/5:15 p m
Memorial Baptist Church Mission
Friends, G.A.'s, R A 's, Youth. Prayer
service/7 p m
First Presbyterian Church Choir/6:30
p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Covenant Prayer/9.30 a.m.; Bible
Study/10 a m.; Choristers/4:30 p.m.;
Kids Club/5 p.m.; Singlers
Unlimted/5:30 -p.m.; Chancel Choir,
Wesleyan Circle w/Pattie Mae Moody,
Ruth Wilson w/June Whitford/7 - 30
p.m.
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Sonics rain 3's on Rockets
Hot-shooting Seattle
takes 2-0 Series lead
with 105-101 victory
By JIM COUP
AP Sports Writer
SEATTLE (AP) — It was
bombs away for the Seattle
SuperSonics, and the Houston
Rockets' chances of an NBA
three-peat took a broadside hit.
With a sizzling 74 percent
playoff-record 3-point shooting
barrage, Seattle now has the twoSeattle
helped
Hakeem
105-101

forward Shawn Kemp
contain Houston's
Olajuwon in the Sonics'
Game 2 win.

time defending champions going
back to Texas wondering if their
title run is over.
After their 105-101 victory
over Houston on a Monday night
when they were better from the
3-point line than they were the
free throw line, the Sonics hold a
2-0 lead in their Western Conference semifinal series.
"Nothing surprises me any
more with this team," Seattle's
Hersey Hawkins said. "Not our
64 wins during the regular season, not our 3-point shooting in
this game. Nothing."
The Sonics, through the first
round ophe playoffs for the first
time in three years, sank-20 of 27
3-point tries, including 13 in a
row.
That broke the, Rockets' playoff record of 19 3s set last season

in the opening round against
Utah. It didn't do anything good
for Houston's spirits, either.
"Hopefully, Seattle won't keep
shooting like this," Houston's
Mario Elie said. "But if they do

DeUef Schrempf finny missed
a 3-point try at the sien of the
fourth quarter.
"Everybody was in a groove,"
said Hawkins, his team's leading
regular-season 3-point shooter.
"All year long we've been taking
the 3-point shots when they've
been there. Everybody was just
feeling it in this game."
During the regular season, the
Sonics shot 36 percent from
3-point range. Their best 3-point
game was a 12-for-20 performance (60 percent) against
Orlando on March 13.
The Sonics missed five of 16
free throws (68 percent) against
the Rockets in Game 2.
How do you explain it? Coach
George Karl couldn't.

Tonight, it's Utah at San Antonio in the opener of their secondround series, and New York at
Chicago in Game 2 of their
series. The Bulls won the first
game 91-84 Sunday.
On Wednesday, Atlanta visits
Orlando in the opener of their
second-round matchup.
Nate McMillan ended the first
quarter Monday night with a
3-pointer with 1.7 seconds to go.
The Sonics sank seven more in
the second period to tie a playoff
record and had five more in the
third quarter.
• See Page 7
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LSU's Livingston
limping into draft;
KU.guard staying

Walker receives
Pitino's blessing
Helping family spurs Walker's move
BY MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

The Associated Press
Kentucky's Antoine Walker
and LSU's Randy Livingston
joined the exodus of underclassmen going to the NBA. Kansas'
Jacque Vaughn found a poetic
reason to stay in school.
Walker and Livingston
announced Monday they are
passing up their remaining two
years of college eligibility to
enter the NBA draft. But
Vaughn, an honor student,
decided to remain at Kansas for
his senior year.
"As Robert Frost said, `To
take a path less traveled,' "
said Vaughn, a slick point
guard who was the Big Eight
player of the year last season.
"I really feel that I wanted to
take a stand and be a different
person."
Livingston was Parade Magazine's high school player of the
year, but was hampered by knee
injuries during his two years at
LSU.
"In my heart I just feel it's
time to go," he said. "I don't
know where it's going to take
me, but I feel like I have to find
out."

out. I'm bottioit that 100 percent. Sitting in his seat, if it
was me, I would make the same
decision."
Walker said he has had the
support of his family while he
improved his basketball skills.
"Now it's time for me to
repay them," he said. "I have
to do what's best for me in this
decision. I'm going to help my
family out but it's also a time
for me to fulfill my dream and
become a professional athlete.
It's something I wanted to do
all my life. I've worked so
hard."
His mother also supported the
decision.
"This is Antoine's life and
his career," said, Ms. Walker,
who works for the:Cook County
sheriff's office. "This is a

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino
isn't happy to see Antoine
Walker leave his national
championship basketball team,
but he supports the decision.
Walker announced Monday
that he would forego his last
two years of college eligibility
and enter the NBA draft. The
6-foot-8 forward averaged 15.2
points, 8.4 rebounds and 2.9
assists last season.
"Whatever he wants to do is
great with me," said Pitino.
"It's not up to me to agree or
disagree. It's up to me to point
out all the options so he can
make an intelligent decision."
Walker said that he needed to
do something financially for his
family, especially for his
mother, Diane, who has worked • See Page 7
hard to raise her family in
Chicago.
Antoine Walker is expected to
"His motive for leaving is
be one of the top 10 picks in
the proper motive," Pitino said. next month's NBA draft, accord"He is leaving to fulfill a ing to UK coach Rick Pitino.
dream and to help his family

CHICAGO (AP) — It's not
that the Chicago Bulls are looking for ways to get Michael Jordan fewer shots. They'd just like
to see someone else make a few
more in Game 2 against the physical defense of the New York
Knicks.
"We have to have other people
contribute. We're pleased
Michael had the game he had,

ing Chicago's 91-84 victory.
"We stood around and
watched him. It's not something
we planned on. It just happened.
That's why he's so good. He can
take those situations and make a
good show of it," Bulls center
Luc Longley said.
"The problem with that is that
you become reliant on it when he
does a lot of scoring. It's easy to
go with him, because he's the
guy who is in rhythm," Jackson

Damaging problems mounting up
for Dallas' Irvin prior to drug trial
Ex-Irvin associate
-tapes player's buys
DALLAS (AP) — Michael
Irvin's attorney said he would try
again to subpoena videotapes in a
television report showing the
Dallas Cowboys' star receiver
purportedly discussing his use of
cocaine.
Kevin Clancy said he has
obtained subpoenas for all tapes
made for reports that aired Sunday and Monday nights on Fort
Worth television station KXAS.
Monday night, the station
showed excerpts for the second
straight night from secretly

recorded tape filmed by a camera
hidden in the back seat of the
vehicle in which Irvin was riding.
As Irvin and a former confidant turned informer drove away
from an apartment complex after
making what the driver told
KXAS was a cocaine buy, Irvin
was heard to say:
"Here, you want some? ... A
couple lines will help you."
The driver, identified on the
tape as "Dennis," declined, saying, "It stunts your growth."
Irvin laughed and said: "I
already been stunted, then. If
that's the case, I should have
been stunted a long time ago."
They drove on, with Irvin talk-

ing about steps he would take to
keep his fingerprints from turning
up on the bag with the cocaine in
it.
"Before I give this to anybody,
I'm gonna rip this off. Barn!
There you go!"
Irvin has insisted he doesn't
have a drug problem, and Dehnis
told KXAS he never saw Irvin
IN See Page 7

Michael Irvin, right, was videotaped making several drug buys
from his car by a former
confidant.

said.
"The other part of it is that
Knicks-had something to do with
it. They took away a lot of other
people's offense."
Scottie Pippen, just 4-for-15 in
the first game, had 11 points.
Toni Kukoc, in a horrible shooting slump, was 1-for-8.
Jordan's sore back is improving, Jackson said, but he didn't
practice Monday for precautionary reasons. Longley, who helped

limit Patrick Ewing to 9-of-23
shooting, also sat out practice
with sore knees.
Ewing said he got the looks he
wanted, but not the results.
"The shots weren't falling.
One-on-one I don't think anybody can stop me. Only I can
stop myself. I had shots in the
paint. I can't quarrel about that,"
Ewing said.
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STEPHON MARBURY
Livingston says the knee is
now healed, and he plans to
attend an NBA predraft camp
next month in Chicago.
Thirteen college underclassmen have applied for early
entry to the NBA draft, including one freshman and six
sophomores. Two high school
players are skipping college
altogether and going straight to
the pros.
Vaughn is one of the exceptions, a star who's going to play
four years of college ball.

SCHEDULE
I

and we also know we have to
support ourselves without him
out there," Bulls coach Phil
Jackson said Monday.
Better spacing, better passing
and more movement are the
ingredients for making the Bulls'
triangle offense more balanced in
tonight's second game.
Even with a sore back, Jordan
scored 44 in Game 1, taking 35
shots and making 17. The rest of
the Bulls were only 16 of 52 dur-

rOC

FRC

Bulls agree: Jordan hefting too much of load
By RICK GANO
AP Sports Writer
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All of Monday's spring sports
were called off because of rain.
Today's contests are weather
permitting.

TODAY
BASEBALL
M Murray vs. Fulton City
Ty Holland Field — 7 p.m.
SOFTBALL
E Murray vs. Mayfield
Murray City Park — 4:30
TENNIS
• Calloway vs Lone Oak
CCHS/MSU — 4
• Murray at Marshall Co
Draffenville — 4
WEDNESDAY
BASEBALL
E Calloway at Lone Oak
Lone Oak — 4:30
— lt Murray at Graves Co.
Mayfield — 4 30 _
SOFTBALL
• Calloway vs. Lone Oak
Murray City Park — 4.30
TENNIS
I Calloway vs. Fort Campbell
CCHS/MSU — 4
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BRIEFS

"We shot the ball unbelievably," he said. "My gut feeling is
we took a hell of a shot from the
Houston Rockets and we're still
standing."
Houston wasn't bad from beyond the 3-point arc itself. The
Rockets were 13-for-27, giving
the Sonics and Houston a playoff
record for combined 3-pointers in
a game (33).
McMillan continued his dazzling perimeter playoff shooting
by hitting all five of his 3s, tying
an NBA record.
"The shots are there and my
legs feel pretty good," McMillan
said.
In his first 10 seasons in Seattle, he shot 21 percent (16 of 74)
in 69 playoff games. In six games
against Sacramento and Houston,
he's 14 for 19 (74 percent).
"I've always felt I could shoot
the ball," McMillan said.
Karl has had his players shooting extra 3s after practices. They
must make 30 3s in order to go
home. McMillan said he's benefited from the extra work.

Marshall Co. hosting UK-Vandy legends
University of Kentucky Legends will meet the Vanderbilt Legends this Friday night at Marshall County High School at 8 p m
Tickets for the event are $6 at the door
Former UK players scheduled to play are Richie Farmer, Dale Brown, Jeff
Brassow, Kenny Walker, Sean Woods, Ed Davender and others Former Vandy players are Barry Booker. Brian Milburn, Dan Hall, Aaron Beth Kevin
Anglin. Steve Grant, Jason Bell, Kip Ellington and others
For more information, call MCHS athletic director Doc Sanders at (502)
527-1454
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Paducah park hosting softball tourney
Paducah's Stewart Nelson Park will host a men's slow pitch softball tournament on Saturday, May 11 This double-elimination tournament will feature
two divisions with a $100 entry fee For more information call (502) 247-3753

SPORTS ROUNDUP
BASKETBALL

BASEBALL
NEW YORK (AP) — New York
Yankees star David Cone was
scratched from his start tonight
against Detroit because of numbness in his pitching hand.
Cone pitched a five-hitter against
Chicago on Thursday night after
missing his scheduled start April 28,
the first missed start of his career
Cone, 33, is 4-1 with a 2.03 ERA
after re-signing with the Yankees for
$19.5 million over three years, the
highest average salary ever for a
pitcher

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP) —
George GervIn and David Thompson, shadowed by drug abuse,
shared the spotlight for their accomplishments on the court. Two of the
game's most compelling offensive
players, they were enshrined in the
Basketball Hall of Fame — an honor
they once thought might escape
them because of their drug histories
Garvin and Thompson were
inducted along with Gail Goodrich,
early jumpshot specialist George
Yardley, U.S. Olympian Nancy
Lieberman-Cline and the late Yugoslav star Kresimir Cosic.-

PAWTUCKET, R I (AP) — Former Boston Red Sox manager
Butch Hobson was arrested over
the weekend and charged with
cocaine possession. Hobson, 44,
was given a leave of absence as
manager of Scranton-Wilkes- Barre,
Philadelphia's farm club in the International League. Authorities found 2
grams of cocaine in Hobson's hotel
room Saturday.

"For a month or so, my shot

FROM PAGE 6
moment for Antoine and I'm
real proud for him."
Pitino Said he thought Walker
would be one of the top 10
picks in the draft in June.
"He's got the total package," Pitino said. "He is going
to be a flat-out, great pro.
There's no doubt in my mind."
Walker was named most valuable player of the Southeastern
Conference tournament as a
freshman and earned All-SEC
honors this past season.
"I want to take my game to
the next level and become a
great professional athlete," said
Walker, who also has a 1-yearold daughter.
He said he has the backing
for his Kentucky teammates.
Pitino said he has arranged
for his business manager, Rick
Avare, to look after Walker's
financial affairs.
"Everything is intact," Pitino said. "He just has to continue being in great shape, work

NFL spokesman Greg Aiello told
KXAS on Monday that it was in
the process of getting copies of
the station's reports on Irvin,
although not from KXAS.
KXAS, which said it spent
three months investigating Irvin,
aired video Sunday night that
showed Irvin getting back into
the vehicle after a purported drug
purchase. Those excerpts were
replayed Monday night.
Dennis told KXAS that Irvin
had a small bag of cocaine in his
left hand while he talked with a
woman and a small boy who recognized him and walked up to
visit.

FROM PAGE 6
the- cocaine he bought while
with him. Once, he said, Irvin
gave what he bought to two
women.
The station said it tried to talk
to Irvin on several occasions
about whether he had bought
drugs in the past month, but that
Irvin refused to talk to its
reporters.
KXAS said it would show
more excerpts tonight in which
Irvin discussed the NFL's drugtesting program and evaluation
process and how it involves him.
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Let Us Show You How
Local Lenders are offering you a slice of the
American Dream -- homeownership.
Come to a series of two classes, May 9 and 16,from 6:00 to
9:00 p.m. at Peoples First of Calloway County, 515 North 12th Street in
Murray, Kentucky.
Learn About
Home Buying Process
Loan Prequalification
Budget and Credit
Home Maintenance

FtoplesFust :Of* Das Nod of Raze
ofcramet caw"
KENTUCKY
HOUSING
CORPORATION

`011 010000110.24.11.10411110./6501100111.

•

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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out and get ready for the draft."
Besides Walker, Kentucky
also graduated Tony Delk, Walter McCarty and Mark Pope
from the championship squad.
"We are losing four draft
picks, maybe four first rounders," said Pitino. "It just shows
you how much talent we have.
We are still going to be very
competitive and we will defend
this championship with everything we've got."
Pitino warned that something
would have to be done to keep
promising undergraduates from
jumping to the pro ranks before
they are emotionally ready to
handle such a change.
He said that if they don't
want to go to college, they
could play in the Continental
Basketball Association to get
ready for the NBA. Another
potential remedy, would be to
make freshmen ineligible for
varsity action, Pitino said.
"Quite frankly, I think the
college game is in serious trouble," Pitino said.

(e>

WE MOVED!!
Ron's Muffler-Shop
has moved to

639 S. 4TH-St.,
next to Black's Decorating.
We appreciate your business and hope to see you
In our new location.

Drive insured and be assured
of protection when you need it.
Call me today about your
auto insurance.
Ashley Ross

Ross Insurance Agency
753-0489 • 600 Main St.

110 • "."0 -0.

T. J.'s
Bar-13-0
14th Anniversary Celebration

TJ's Bar-E3-Q
tg

10000016446

(next to Century 21)

Prices good Mon., May 6 thru Thurs., May 9

Don't pass up this free opportunity to become a successful homeowner.
To register, call Sally Hopkins with Peoples First at(502)762-5213, Liz
Anderson with Peoples Bank at(502)-7674291 or Dwayne Fulkerson with
Dees Bank of Hazel at(502)492-8136.

Bank
Parks
Of Murray,ICentucky,

"This one could have gone
either way," the Rockets'
Hakeem Olajuwon said.

"See me for all your larnily Insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray

To show our appreciation
for your support
we are rolling back
the price on our
a, Large Hamburger, Fries
& Drink Special to the
same low price as
when we opened 14
years ago.

de MD
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Rockets coach Rudy Tomjanovich was encouraged. Despite
Seattle's record-breaking 3-point
blitz, Houston was in the game
until the final 22.3 seconds, when
Elie missed a 3-point attempt----..
with Seattle leading by two.
"To take a barrage like that
was amazing," Tomjanovich
said. "If we played any other
team in the league, I'm sure we'd
win the game and it probably
wouldn't even be a close game."

Jane Rogers Ins.

Where is everyone going?

YES YOU CAN • • •
.

Sponsored By.

has been falling," he said.
By beating Houston for the
11th consecutive time since
March 10, 1994, including six
this season, the Sonics are in a
position to sweep the Rockets.
Games 3 and 4 will be played in
Houston on Friday night and
cunday.
The Rockets reminded everyone that they overcame 0-2 deficits the past two seasons against
Phoenix in the conference
semifinals.
"They don't give out medals
for winning two games," Houston's Kenny Smith said.

•Walker...

NEW YORK (AP) — Seattle
SuperSonics guard Gary Payton,
who led the NBA in steals with a
2 85 average, was selected the
Defensive Player of the Year Payton
received 56 of 113 votes from a
panel of writers and broadcasters
Chicago's Scottie Pippen was second with 15 votes.

•Irvin...

SCOREBOARD

•Sonics...

Sports
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HOG MARKET
Federal State Ittarket hews Service adsy 7, le%
Keetarky Furriest Ares lion Market Revert Includes 2
Broyles Slather Iarriptc Act Ill Eat 125 Sorrows &
Gilts Sews
US 1-3 2311lbs.---$51311-52.50
S47_54-58.54
US 1-3 215431 lba.---US 3-4 2141-Nd
151.1141-51.54
54134-43.54
US 1-2 2110-215

Sees
LS 12 ris46. a..
LS 1-3 31/1-454 lbs.
4511-525 Ile.
US
US I-) 523 a ay lba.----US 2-3 316.914 lb..
leers S211-54.29.110

533.11-34.11
134.00.34-54
534.511-3534
53111.14411.10
132.4111-33-11

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES
New and Used

Free Mount and

Lowest Prices

Computer Balance

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. * 753-1111

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES

Commission recognizes
National Tourism Week
Development. They also supported
474 jobs that year.
Across the United States, travel
and tourism mean big business,
according to the Tourism Works for
America Council in Washington
DC.
"Travel and tourism dollars
means jobs for our friends and
neighbors, additional sales for our
friends and neighbors, additional
sales for local businesses, and greater tax revenues to support our
community," observed Gargus.
"Considering these figures, it's easy
to see why the industry's slogan is
Tourism Works for America.'"
In celebration of the tourism
industry, the Murray Tourism Commission is hosting its annual Business After Hours on Tuesday, May
7 from 4:30-6 p.m. at the West
Kentucky Expo Center. Entertainment will be provided by the Murray State university Equestrian
Team.

To recognize travel and tourism
as one of Murray's most important
industries, the Murray Tourism
Commission announced today its
plans to observe National Tourism
Week during the week 81114,1ay 6-10.
"National Tourism Week helps
focus our community on the importance of travel and tourism to the
economic, social, and cultural
well-being of Murray and, on a
larger scale, Kentucky itself," said
Judy Gargus, executive director of
the Murray Tourism Commission.
Travelers in Murray and Calloway County spent more than $20
million in 1995, according to the
Kentucky Department of Travel

Save two ways with our
Auto/Home Discount.
Insure both your car and home with quality Grange coverage and pay lower

rates on both policies. You may also qualify for discounts on boats
and other personal property. Plus, you'll have the
convenience
of working with just one insurance
INSURANCE
agent. Call or visit us soon so we can tell you more.
}our partner in protection

Murray High
t)
.
1) Musical.
David R. King

"Joseph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat"

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray

May 17th, 18th & 20th
8 p.m. Each Night
At The Playhouse in the Park.
Tickets are IS each

753-8355

Deaths
inamissammiameassigimmiummunamma
Mrs. Margaret Morton

Ii
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Mrs. Margaret Morton, 56, of the Murray-Stella community, died
Monday, May 6, 1996 at 6:20 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital at
Paducah.
She was a member of West Fork Baptist Church. Born July 26,
1939 in Calloway County, she was the daughter of Opal Housden and
Ruby Malone Housden. She was preceded in death by her parents and
two brothers, Billie and Charles Housden.
Survivors include her husband, Meldon (Mikie) Morton (married
Sept. 11, 1954); a daughter, Denise Green and husband Gary, of Murray; a son, Michael Morton and wife, Paula, of Murray; a brother,
Gene Housden and wife, Betty, of Murray; a sister-in-law, Nell Housden, of Murray and three grandchildren, Susan Green, Kristi and Kala
Morton.
Visitation will be Tuesday at 5 to 9 p.m. at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The funeral will be at 2 p.m. Wednesday at the funeral home.
The Rev. Wayne Carter and Rev. Buron Richerson will be officiating.
Burial will be at Murray Memorial Garden.

Feat
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Ms. Nellie Mae House
Ms. Nellie Mae House, 66, of Paris, died May 4, 1996 at the Madison County Hospital in Jackson, Tenn.
She was a member of the Cedar Hill Baptist Church in Cottage
Grove, Tenn. She was preceded in death by her mother Willie Elnora
Dumas House.
Survivors include her father, Obe Irvin House; daughters, Willie
Mae Copeland and Bianca Lee Smith, both of Paris; sons, Gary Ray
House, Paris, and Gerald Keith House, Columbus, Ohio; sister, Annie
Muriel Foster, Murray; brothers, LeRoy House, Chicago and Eddie
House, Columbus, Ohio and six grandchildren.
Visitation will be Tuesday 6 to 7 p.m. at Rawls Chapel, Paris. The
funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. at Cedar Hill Baptist Church.
Rev. Kenneth Humphries will be officiating. Burial will follow in the
Cedar Hill Cemetery.
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Mr. Buford A. Miller

SAVINGS ON BEAUTIFUL GIFTS FOR MOM

25% OFF
WORTHINGTON' AND
LIZ BAKER* ESSENTIALS
In misses', petite and women's sizes
• all blouses, reg $20 and up
• all knit tops and all skirts
• a great selection of pants

25% OFF

HUNT CLUB* SEPARATES IN
MISSES', PETITE AND WOMEN'S SIZES
• all woven tops • all skirts • all skorts
• all Jeans • knit tops • shorts

25-30% OFF
LADIES' SELECTED SHEER
AND CASUAL HOSIERY
Excludes Hanes', Jockey' and Gold Toe' hosiery

30-50% OFF
GOLD JEWELRY
30-50% off gemstone Jewelry
BUY, MORE, SAVE MORE DURING
OUR FASHION JEWELRY SALE!
• 35% off 3 or more items
• 30% Off 2 items.
• 25% off 1 item

25-33% OFF

FAMOUS MAKER COLLECTIONS •

In misses', petite arid women's sizes
• Norton McNaughton•• Korot'• Sag Harbor'
• Alfred Dunner•• Plus more

SALE 59.99
MISSES' MERYL FASHIONS
JACKET DRESS, REG. 69.99
Sale 49.99 Reg. 59.99. Brell petite
button-front dress.
IT'S THE JCPENNEY
GET DRESSED SALE!

SAVE ON ALL

FAMOUS MAKER COLLECTIONS
IN MISSES' SIZES

COLLECTIONS IN
IN JUNIOR SIZES

• Capacity'• Jason Maxwell*
• Teddi•• Seaon Ticket*

ALL SCARVES,
ALL BELTS AND
ALL SUNGLASSES
FOR LADIES

SAVE ON ALL

MEN'S STAFFORD*,
STAFFORD* EXECUTIVE, HUNT CLUB*
AND VAN HEUSEN* DRESS SHIRTS

SAVE ON
FINE JEWELRY
40-40% off diamoncis
-30% off anniversary bands
-25% off fine watches from Seiko'
Pulsar°, Cannella plus more.
Sole prigs sena*, Ow Sunder', May 12th.

SAVE ON ALL
MEN'S HAGGAR*,
SPORTCOATS AND DRESS TROUSERS
30-40%

off Haggai° custom-fit suits.

MS OUR HAGGAIr SALE FOR MEN!
Sale prices effective thn) Saturday. May 111h.

Sale pnces effective thni Sunday, May 12th.

SAVE ON ALL
DOCKERS SPORT SHIRTS
AND SHORTS FOR MEN
Sale prices effective thru Saturday, May 11th

25-30% OFF
PLAYWEAR SETS AND
SEPARATES FOR INFANTS
AND TODDLERS
Sees prices *Oscan thru Saturday,

May 111h

BUY MORE,
SAVE MORE!
FAMOUS MAKER SHORTS,
SWIMWEAR & TEES
In men's and young men's sizes.
• 30% off when you buy 3 or more.
• 25% off when you buy 2.
• 20% off when you buy 1.
Site prices iffecthes thou Saturday, May 11th.

25% OFF

OUTERWEAR AND DRESS-UPS,
LITTLE PRO* AND
SESAME STREET' APPAREL
FOR INFANTS AND TODDLERS

SAVE ON
NIKE' APPAREL AND FOOTWEAf
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Sits

PRESCHOOL BOYS AND GIRLS TOPS,
BOTTOMS, SETS, COORDINATES,
SLEEPWEAR AND SWIMWEAR
GREAT VALUES FOR KIDS!
srae prIces efterevrt dwu Saturday, May 'It,'

SAVE ON

DRAPERIES, ALL PANELS,
ALL LACE, ALL TOPPERS
AND ALL TIERS
DURING OUR WINDOW OPTIONS SALE!
Sate prime effect** Oyu Seturdey, June 5th.

affective thou Saturday. May 11th

For infants and toddlers.
• eleepwitar • undenveer • socks • bedding
• nursery decor & accessones • plush toys

strollers • ati highchairs
• all play yards

• el Calf seats • all

prices affective

thrU

Saturday, May 11th

SAVE ON

JAGUAR & ALL SAMSONITE'',
AMERICAN TOURISTER* AND
PROTOCOL'LUGGAGE AND
ALL BUSINESS CASES
DURING OUR 30 MILLION DOLLAR
LUGGAGE SALE

lade pekes ellecam ewe Seturdey. June lath

•
•
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Mr. Bennie Simmons, 70, of Murray, died Monday, May 6, 1996 at
12:36 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ. A Navy veteran, Simmons was a retired foreman from Tappan Manufacturing.
Born May 10, 1925, at Dawson Springs, KY, he was the son of Guy
Herman and Virgie Johnson Simmons. He was preceded in death by
his sister, Chelcie Downs and granddaughter, Kellie Ann Williams.
Survivors include his wife, Jean Anderson Simmons; daughter,
Debbie Williams, of Murray; son, Steve Simmons, of Murray; sister
Charity Glover and husband, Cleatus, of Coshocton, Ohio; and
brother, J.D. Simmons and wife, Edna, of Nashville; and three grandchildren: Cathy Williams, Orlando, Fla.; Stephanie Simmons and Brad
Simmons, both of Murray.
Visitation will be from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday at Blalock-Coleman &
York Funeral Home.
Services will be at 11 a.m. Wednesday at Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home. Garry Evans will officiate. Burial will follow at Murray City Cemetery.

Stock Market Report

;• •

Dow Jones Ind. A vg.5457.44 • 6.87
JD IA Previous Close........546431
.4 A Ir Products .....
41tyt A T & T
5934 - 1/4
Bell South .-......-.-.— 383/4 • 1/s
4334 - 3/1
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb ......80 + 1/4
CBT Corp. Ky.'.221/2 B 221/4 A
+ 14
Chrysler
Dean Foods
231/4 sac
Exxon
+ 1/4
353/4 + 1/4
Ford Motor.......0,4•0 General Electric
General Motors -.-.--.-541/4 • 14
Goodrich......
3734 - 3/4
Goodyear
- 14
.1063/4 • 1/4
IB M
.Iagersoll Rand —........38'4 + 114

Prices as of 9 a.m.
K•Mart........
- 1/4
K U Energy
2$-'!.
Kroger
+ 3/11
L G &
+ 'Is
Mattel ................................26 + 3/s
McDonald!
vac
Merck
+
J.C. Penney.
.4974 + 1/4
Peoples First*......... 221/4 B 23 A
Quaker Oats.
34 '4
Schering-Plough .............541/4 • 14
Sears.
.511/3 + 13/s
Texaco.............................797/s • 1/4
Time
40 +-Ye UST..................-............321/s + 3/1
+ 1/4
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'Hilliard Lyons Is a marker maker in this stock
UNC•prtce unchanged

Mak JCP•mer
114-17
Regular prices appermng in this ad are ortwing prices only. Sales may or may not here bean made at regular prices, sets picas on regularpriced merchandise effective through Saturday, May 11th, unless otherwise noted. Percentages off nistreserd sakings on repair privies
original prima, as shown. intermediate markdowns may have been token on origdral prices. Reductions on ortgleal griped 01111111111111Mbill
may wry by market. Any OMR SIII/SPISIMI
eilectree und stock is depleted. Now priors represent sayings off regular or original prices
on•"Ms" always excludes Starter' merchandise, Hawse Wrinkle-Free Cottons", Name* hoakary, Stockport'show mem lash assasals.
as
MOM masa ar•ISM at
ohildrm's Stride Rite shoes, Closeouts. Special Sum,Items mid every day in multipies of two or more and
ow best price *wry day. Diamond sale includes only that jewelry Mime diamonds ocaneelaser the greased value. Diantand soma am net
canatauts proem eau* than gold GOTSt00111 sal. a:cruses hemery when,diamonds constitute It. greseliet MM. IOR and 1411 geld It me
aseortrnents. Watch sale includes Swatch' and Gucci' watches. 111111111S, Children's TaisivIslori Workshop,Sesalsie Street CfterlialMilk *MSS am
Meneon Productions, Inc., Stream Street and The Sesame Street Mgt we trademarks and servios marks of The Chibbert's lkiesielmt Waeloshap-
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Mr. Bennie Simmons

BASICS, BEDDING AND NECESSITIES

Sae prices effective thou Saturday. May 11th
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Mr. John Paul Bucy, 69, of Buchanan, Tenn., died May 6, 1996 at
Henry County Medical Center in Paris.
A retired salesman for Edenton & Lamb Wholesale Groceries, Bucy
was a member and elder at Bethlehem Church of Christ and the former president of Helping Hands.
Born May 21, 1926 at Buchanan, he was the son of Hardeman G.
Bucy and Myrtle Mae Holt.
Survivors include wife, Edith Woodruff (married June 21, 1945);
daughter, Becki Sexton, Paris; son, Paul E. and wife, Edwina Bucy,
Murray; sister Bettye Jackson, Taylor, Mich.; and brothers, William
Edwin Bucy, Buchanan; H.G. Bucy, Puryear; Ralph Bucy, McKenzie,
Tenn.; grandchildren, Shannon Parker, Shelley Bucy, Shereece Bucy
and Dana Thompson; and great-grandchildren, Jesse Parker and Jaden
Parker.
Pallbearers will be Mike Wimberley, Carter Hayes Oliver, Bill Holt,
David Turner, Alan Adamisin and Junior Ray. Honorary pallbearers
are David Adamisin and Dana Thompson.
Visitation will be Tuesday from 4 to 8 p.m. and Wednesday after 10
a.m. Ridgeway Morticians in Paris is in charge of arrangements. The
funeral will be at LeDon Chapel Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. Ewing Stubblefield will officiate. Burial will follow at the Mt. Zion Cemetery in
Buchanan.

SAVE ON
Was

SAVE ON

OMB

HENR`
this at

Mr. John Paul Bucy

25-33% OFF

25-30% OFF

Mr. Buford A. Miller, 82, of Willow Street, Pa., died at home on
Saturday, May 4, 1996 unexpectedly while under a physician's care.
Born in Pensacola, N.C., he was the son of the late David and
Lovaska Bradford Miller. Miller lived most of his life in Chicago
while working as a railroad switchman for The Burlington Northern
Railroad Co. for 40 years. He was a member of Elm Grove Baptist
Church in Kentucky. He was a member of Portage Park Moose Lodge
#220 in Chicago since 1949. He enjoyed fishing and wood working.
Miller is preceded in- death by his wife, Magdelena "Mickey" E.
Miller and one son, Robert E.
Survivors include one son, Roger D. Miller and wife, Barbara A., of
Willow Street, Pa.; five grandchildren and three great-grandchildren.
The funeral service will be held at the Acacia Park Mausoleum,
7800 West Irving Park Road, Chicago on Wednesday, May 8 at 2 p.m.
Interment will be held at the Acacia Park Cemetery.

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
(502) 750-1400
Monday-Saturday 10 am. to 9 p.m.
Sunday 12:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m

4M-MierearWaMarfa...'..-..„84.0001~jpg.,,w~gwii•-eis-as
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Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366'
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150

020

Machos
For tiale

PURCHASE area Plumbing and Electrical Supply
Co is seeking an enthusiastic person to manage
growing business Knowledge of industry helpful,
but not required Compensation and benefits based
on experience and efforts.
Send resume to P 0 Box
619. Mayfield, Ky 42066

1994 LX 188 John Deere
riding mower,$3500 Set of
bunk beds. $175 Stereo
cabinet, $85 3PC bedroom
set, $150 489-2296

Notice

Feature of The Week
5 Pc. ABC
Dinosaur
Toddler Bdrrn.

399.00
Perfect for any litre
boy a giro

PURDOM
Furniture& Mattress
Downtown Murray • 753-4872
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew. 753-6981

MURRAY
CHRISTIAN
ACADEMY
Spring Open House
and Registration
Thurs., May 9, 1996
6:00-8:00 p.m.
Located in our
facility at the
Immanuel Lutheran
Church
100 S 15th St.,
Murray
For Additional
In

FORGOTTEN Thyme,
Herbs, Everlastings & bedding plants Opens May
, 9th, Thur-Sat, 9-5, 2mis
down Murray-Pans Rd
753-2171. Free plant
w/$8 no purchase

Call 759-1321

Fifty never
looked this
good.

Ward Elkins
753-1713

HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5. Sun 1
to 5 Nice consignment clothing $1.00 Buys mens,
women, children jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

1996 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standarized in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
'the part A deductible
you. Of your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to $736 in
1996.
For more information
call:

McCONNIELL,
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide
.1-800-455-4199
"oar 34ihee or SCPY

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Happy Birthday
Kay

Fern Terrace Lodge
seeking Fallow Deer
for their petting zoo.
Call Jerry kalberer
at 753-7109, evenings 753-1458.

060
Help
Wanted
ABOVE AVERAGE lama
25yr old who made over
$8,000 in Imo, working
with a phenomenal entrepreneur Needing 3 people
to help with expansion
Training available No
phone interviews
502-527-9356
AIRLINE ATTITUDE.
Seeking 5 individuals w/
people skills for International Marketing Co. Training available. Call
502-527-5287.
ATHLETIC ATTITUDE International Marketing Co
seeking energetic goal
oriented, team players. Full
to part time. Get paid what
you are worth. For appointment call Jesse,
502-527-5292. Serious inquiries only. No phone
interviews.
IMMEDIATE opening for
office manager in medical
office. Duties include patient scheduling, insurance
filing and general office duties Salary plus benefits.
Send resume to P.O Box
1040 W, Murray, Ky.

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY

ni

Open House

Monday, May 13 • 6-8:30 p.m.
Register
Kindergarten-Gr. 8

n.

1/4
Its
3/4
l/s
3/s
ac
1/i
1/4
A
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4

753-3289
753-6487

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan ofcare that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4100

or 1-800-4554199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

The
PART-Time work
National Association of
State Departments of Agriculture (An Equal Opportunity Employer) needs
survey interviewers in Calloway & Marshall counties
Applicants must have a
valid driver's license and
access to an automobile or
pickup truck Starting pay is
$635 per hour, including
training time, plus 28e per
mile for travel A farm background is desirable but not
essential If you are interested please contact Charles Babb, 1120 Lola Rd,
Salem, Ky 42078 Ph
502-988-2191

MENTAL HEALTH
TECHNICIAN I
PRN (On-Call)
Qualified candidates will
have a high school education Of CEO equivalent
Psychiatnc
experience
preferred

MENTAL HEALTH
TECHNICIAN II
PRN (On -Call)
Qualified candidates will
possess a Bachelors degree in psychology, social
work, or related field Previous psychiatric experience preferred

BOOKKEEPER needed for
growing company. Background experience in accounting arid computers required. Permanent position. 20-401'irs per week.
Non-smoker. Pay commensurate with experience
and attitude. Serious inquires only. Send resume to .
P.0 Box 1040 A, Murray,
Ky 42071.

F as, consideration please
send two copies of your
resume & cover letter to Mental Health Technician
II Fullorne 3p-tip
Charter Behavioral Health

System of Paducah
Human Resources
P.0 Box 7609

CHANGE Is that what's left
at the end of the week? Call
753-7657 Ask for Jason

VCR
Microwave
Repair
All Brands

HENRY Farmers Coop is
this areas largest Factory
Direct Troybilt Dealer
stocking all models of Troybilt products. Including
Mulching mowers, lawn &
garden tractors, chipper
shredders and the ever popular Troybilt tiller. All at
sale prices through May.
1211 West Wood St, Paris,
Tn. 901-642-1385 easy
pay financing available

a-CONSTRUCTION help
needed for commercial re
trofit protects in Kentucky
and surrounding states
Travel will be required Per
Diem expenses provided
These positions require
supervisory and hands-on
skills An Equal Opportunity
Employer. Respond to
P.O Box 1040P Murray
KY

Paducah, KY 42002-7609

EOE

CHANGE Is that what you
have left at the end of the
week? Seeking dynamic
outgoing individuals seeking above average income.
502-527-9356 ask for
Michael_

MEN & Women Introduc
mg -package America An
old company with a new
name Developing a sales
force with a binary plan,
multilevel. plan, best concept around Groun floor
opportunity presentation
7pm Thur 5/9, Shoneys Inn,
641 N Murray For more
information contact Curtis
Hester, 615 851 1954

CHANGE the world' Environmentally active company
going global, looking for
sharp reps to train. Big $$
while making a difference
502-527- 7026.
CONSTRUCTION help
wanted- Experienced construction help needed for
projects in Western Kentucky. Carpenters, laborers, metal building erectors
and concrete finishers.
Most protects are State
Prevailing Wage rates,
other projects pay commensurate with experience. An Equal Opportunity
Employer_ Respond to:
P.O.Box 1040P, Murray,
KY.

MURRAY Christian
Academy seeking certified
teachers, grades K-7th,
and part time AdministraCall 759-1555 or
tor.
f59.-1321._for _application.

POSITION opening for an
xpenenced construction
lupervisor Protects consist of oommmercial building and light industrial applications. Most projects
will be located in Western
Kentucky An Equal Opportunity Employer. Respond
to P 0 Box 1040P, Murray,
KY
ATTENTION Murray area
POSTAL JOBS Permanent, full time, $13/hr, with
government benefits Apply
today for clerk, carrier apinfo
plication
Call 219-791-1 1 91 ext
P-3482.
PRICE Cutter is looking for
enthusiastic hard working
sales, warehouse/ stock
and cashiers Excellent opportunities.. Experience
preferred but not required
Great pay plus benefits.
Accepting -applications
starting May 6 at the old
Kroger Store.

SMALL business needs
part time help w/light work
Please reply to P 0 Box 38
Farmington, Ky 42040
THE United States Depart,
ment of Agriculture will be
hiring temporary summer
workers as field assistants
to measure Dark Fire and
Dark Air-Cured tobacco
crops in the field Aeolic-alions may be secured at the
FSA Office, 88 Robertson
Road South. Applicants
must be 18yrs of age or
17yrs of age if a high school
graduate EEO.
WANTED dependable
waitress an kitchen help at
Cypress Springs Resort.
Call for appointment
502-436-5496
WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Now hiring, Game Wardens, Security, Maintenance, Park Rangers etc
No exp necessary For application and into
1-800-299-2470 ext KY
111C. 7am-8pm 7days.
ran

HELP WANTED: Earn
up to $500 per week
assembling products at
home. No everience.
INFO 1-504-646-1700
DEPT. KY-2021
EXPLOSIVE! One of the
nations fastest growing
companies just opened an
office in the area. We are
looking to expand our sales
force. Good pay for good
work. No experience
needed. Call 753-7657.
Ask for Jason.
FIRE SAFETY ADVISORS. $2150 per month.
Company will train. Call
Mon-Thurs, 9am-1pm only.
615-399-8269.
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(502)
474-8890

16270 U.S. Hwy. 68E

Aurora, KY 42048
Open 10-5 Seven Days
U.K. Champ Shirts
$12.50
Swimwear For All, Shorts & Tanks, Best American
T's, Golf & Roll-Up Sleeve, Custom Car Plates $11.95
• Custom Lettering & Many Designs.
-GROUP DISCOUNTS-

HEALTH nut- get financially fit. Expanding health
& sports nutrition company -- ------ -in Western Kentucky area ---MEIISM
MO1mMi NM MEI
seeking 5 high energy indi- IMO
viduals with a positive attitude. Call 502-527-5287.

r. PSYCHIC READINGS r.

by Mrs. Anne
HOME TYPISTS, PC users imm
*
needed. $45,000 income
Tells Past, Present and Future
potential.
Call
mom
1-800-513-4343 Ext. B- Im Advice On All Affairs Of Life. NE
Palm & Tarat Card Reading Also AvailableM
8155
HOMEWORKERS urgently
needed Earn weekly pay- E *
checks from the comfort of
* 208 S. 12th • Murray *
your home Free details
--En
MOM
IIIMMImmim
Rush LSASE to, American
Media Associates, Dept
AA, 381 E Oak Dr, Buchanan, Tn 38222

767-0508 *

IF you make enough money go to the next ad. If not
call Julie at 502-527-7026.
IRONER needed in my
home, (1 day)3-4 hours
Non-smoker. Dependable
759-1401
MANAGER and Assistant
Manager positions are now
available at Price Cutter
The successful candidate
must have prior management experience Salary
plus commission Great
benefits Accepting applications and resumes beginning May 6 Located at
the old Kroger Store
NOW open, 2 positions at
Pioneer Convenience Mart
1 Cashier/ clerk position. 1
Cashier/ backup cook position No experience necessary Apply in person at
Lynn Grove store Store
hours ar 6am 8pm
PART time cashier, sales
position available in retail
clothing Apply at 110 S 5th
St, Murray

/1LPINE
•
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,
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Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music.
Dixieland Center

753-0113

HALEY'S
11919Puck
iTA Rental and

Sales

Opportunity
LOCAL franchise opportunity, Baskins Robbins, in
Call
Murray.
502-247-2096
TR
A
I
ING. Training Training!
Success in real estate
sales requires proper training and management support. We guarantee it!
Learn more about how you
can make it to the top at our
next Century 21 career
session-- no experience required, just arnbibon! Call
now for a reserved seat.
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors. 753-1492. Ask for
Catherine_

6FT MiF sickle mower,
$375. Call 502-247-2738.
HU/prti-N-GBIRD LC R
Graph fish 4 ID Temperature guage excellent condition Needs transducer
Call 753-7823 after 5
OFF Season Specials Oak
bean stocks, CHEAP! 8FT
Oak strips for many uses,
50c/ea Limit 20/per customer Paschall's Salvage,
7.
mile from Hazel
498-8964
ROOFING Shingles
$12 50/sq & up Paschall's
Salvage, 'A mile from
Hazel 498-8964

GUNS, buy, sell
436-5650

trade

A 1996 BELMONT Premier 16x80. 2 bedroom, 2
baths beige carpet, enterHANDGUNS, Rifles, Shottainment center & glamour
guns, Quality Leather Hol- bath for
$25,500 00 with
sters, Arnmos & Access
central air & skirting on
BHB Firearms. 436-2980
SALE this week only
SKI MACHINE Call after 6, Northgate Mobile Homes,
Benton,
Ky
Ph
759-9839
502-527-1362
WINCHESTER Over/under
20 ga with mac reloader, LARGE selection of used
many extras, $800 Brown- homes Dinkins Mobile
ing Bar 270 cal auto w/ Homes Inc. Hwy 79 E,
shells, case, must see, Pans Tn 1-800-642-4891
$475 489-2617
MANY POSSIBILITIESawait you with the three
210
bedroom, two bath mobile
home located just west of
Firewood
Murray Features large 1 4
acre lot with small pond
A FIREWOOD for sale Large master area wtwalkin closet, double sink &
437-4667
garden tub Location would
provide a great building site
for future home 95% Financing maybe possible
Contact Rich for additional
Guild bass guitar. $225 information concerning
MLSIt3000465
759-9932 alter 6pm

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Covers 36 inches, many SOUND
System- Peavy
colors Economy Metal & XR600 Head, Z Electro
Supply Co 489-2722
Voice speakers, 4 Eledro
Voice BK-1 microphones,
STEEL Building Super $600, Call 901-644-7587.
Sale Save $1,000 on
30x36', 38'x72',
72'x120' Can deliver & put
240
up 502-443-7927
STEEL buildings, public liquidation, 40x30 Will sell for
$3370, open ends. 40x60
will sell for $4940. Guaranteed complete with blueprints. Can deliver
1-800-292-0111

21CU FT upright Frigidaire
reezer, good condition
753-9908, 753-2175

Miscellsneous
2 BURIAL plots at Murray
Memorial Gardens Call
759-2174 leave message.

Home
Furnishings
3PC Living room suite Upnght freezer 753-7845 after 6pm
FLORAL Chinz sofa
753-2206

HOOSIER type kitchen cabinet, pull down tambour
door, granite table top,
$400 Old student desk,
$25 753-8657

DODGE grain truck, 14ft
Krause disk 753-7845 after 6pm
RED Belly Ford, extra
dean,new Ores Call Ben or
John 753-3785
200
Sports
Equipment

SAVE! SAVE! SALE! Custom order or buy your new
home from our hugh inventory! Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc., Hwy 79 E,
Paris, Tn. 1-800-642-4891.

218)
Mobil*
Homes For Rent

FIBERGLASS, 12tt some
low as $3/sheet Paschall's 2BR, $275/mo Water furnSalvage, 7. mile from ished. No pets Coleman
-REe 753-9898
Hazel 498-8964
270
Mobile
Horne. For Sale
1981 ALADIN 2br, 1 bath
central heat, good condi
non $6500 753-0444

160

REMODELED or use for
storage Buy at your price
753-5209

2 OR 3BR, gas or electric,
central h/a. Edge of city
limits. 753-5209

Mobil
Horns Lots For Rent

1989 14x52 KENTUCKIAN, washer & dryer, central air, 10x12 shed. Located in Riviera Crt,
$10,500 obo 753-7323

'A ACRE mobile home
space for rent, north of
Murray. 759-9187 alter
6pm. Pager 742-4435
anytime.

1993 FLEETWOOD, central h/a, all appliances
753-9468

HALF acre mobile home
lot 753-6012

MOBILE Home Village,
1994 28R Trailer on double $80/mo, water furnished
lot Central heat, air, retrig, Coleman RE 753-9898
stove fully carpeted A
steal at $22,500 Call
753-7929
1996 BELMONT, 16x70, 3
bedroom, 2 baths, on SALE
this week only for
$1990000 Northgate Mobile Homes, 88 Main St,
Ph
Benton,
Ky
502-527-1362.
1996 CARRIAGE, 28x48
Doublewide on SALE for
$37,500.00 with central air.
This week only at Northgate Mobile Homes, Benton, KY. Ph 502-527-1362
1996 CLARKSDALE,
16x80,3 bedroom, 2 baths,
on SALE this week only for
$19,900.00. See Kenneth
at Northgate Mobile
Homes, 88 Main St, Benton, KY. Ph 502-527-1362,

4 CAR shop for rent
753-4509
641 STORAGE available
4x5, 5x10, 10x20, 10x25
Visa & Mastercard accepted 753-5585
DOWNTOWN upstairs office space on Court
Square Rent $95 Includes
utilities 753-1266
LARGE storage facility.
Coleman RE
94E
753-9898
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available
753-2905 or
753-7536

Corm:Oars
ANNOUNCING! POWERFUL NEW COMPUTERS
NOW BUILT IN MURRAY
FOR YOU. HAWKINS RESEARCH 1304-E CHESTNUT STREET, 753-7001
FREE 90 DAY 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ON YOUR NEW LOCALLY BUILT CUSTOM
COMPUTER. FOR FREE
DETAILS CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
753-7001

Far Sale
Or Trade
WANT to trade 18 cubic ft
chest hew& for upright
freezer. Call after 4pm at
759-1017, before 4pm
759-9408 ask for Brenda S.

PRODUCTION OPERATOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Mattel and Fisher-Price have merged and as a result our manufacturing capacity
in Murray is expanding We now have production operator positions available in
our world-class molding operation These 12 hour positions provide lots of off-time
and more earnings than traditional 8 hour work schedules Hours are either noon
to midnight or midnight to noon with 3 days off every other weekend The starting
pay rate is $6 20 and tops off at $8 84 Full benefits are available after a short
waiting period
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers contact

Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY
759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer -

140
want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the pieoe or
collections. 753-9433 day
Or night.

ANTIQUES: Entire estates
or I piece Call Larry Elkins
, 492-8646 days, 753-1418
evenings
CASH paid for good, used
nfles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Muiray.

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans Foi Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 SO 12th Murray, KY 42071

I WOULD like to buy a lot for
a mobile home as close to
town as possible
753-4915

Phone: 753-6910

WANTED Used riding
mowers that need work
436-2867

Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

1 WOOD burning furnace,
3000 BTU 753-8161

8FT Regulation pool table,
1995 model, like new. Must
sell, $700 753-8012

120

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Sports
Equipment

Domestic
Childcare

NURSES Aide, PRN work
A-1 HOUSE cleaning Exas needed, all shifts. Prefer
perienced, dependable.
experienced mature individual, but will train. Must be WILDLIFE/ Satisfaction guaranteed.
April or Julie Lamb.
able to work any shift. CONSERVATION JOBS
Pleasant atmosphere, Game wardens, security, 436-2102 or 436-5950.
good working conditions. maintenance, etc No exp
CLEANING houses is my
Apply in person, no phone necessary Now Hiring For business. Reliable. Call
calls please. Fern Terrace info call 219 794 0010 ext Linda 759-9553.
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View 7159 8am to lOpm, 7days
ENVIRONMENT. EnvironIMMACULATE Cleaning
Dr. EOE.
marketing
mentally correct
- Thoroegh and reliable
firm just opened in the area
Home and Office cleaning
We are now expanding our
759-2310.
sales force. If you would
WILL do house, apt, office
like to help the planet and
- dewing. Call 474-2131.
yourself and get paid for
what you are worth. No
experience needed. Call
100
753-7657_ Ask for Jason.
&AMMO

270

200

Help
Wanted

SATURDAY, SUNDAY, MONDAY
WORK AVAILABLE FOR PRODUCTION OPERATORS
FULL BENEFITS FOR WORKING 34.5 HOURS
Mattel has openings for production operator positions in our world-class
molding operation. These 12 hour weekend shifts provide lots of time-off.
Hours are either 6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. or 6:00 p.m.-6:00 a.m. on Saturday,
Sunday and Monday. Scheduled days off are Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday arid Friday. The starting hourly rate of pay is $6.20 and tops off
at $8.84. Full benefits are available after a short waiting period.
tf you have what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers please
contact:
Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
502-759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer - M/F/ID/V
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OFFICE or retail 917 Gotdwater Rd Lease, deposit,
And references required
$350/mo Yard maintenance is required
753-6069. leave message
if no answer

3BR 1 bath $335/mo, plus
deposit, washer & dryer, no
pets 505 Pine 762-4483,
8 30-4pm

OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621.
WAREHOUSE- 3,750sq ft
heated Office- 1,250sq ft
central h/a, carpet, 2 bathrooms Robert Swift,
753-5976

3BR plus study, 1704
Ridgewood Appliances including dishwasher Nice
neighborhood $520/mo,
lease, deposit, no pets
Available late May
753-8734
4I3R, 2,4 bath home College students welcome
Call 618-533-1428
A- 2BR, appliances turn-

320

RENTED

Apartments
For Reel
1 2 380 apts Furnished,
very nice near MSU No
7 5 3 - 1 25 2
pets
days 753-0606 after 5prn

$
7594.696

1BR 753-0472
1BR Apt & efficiency Apt
available now Coleman
RE 7539896
1BR duplex w/gas heat
Rent deposit, $275 412 N
5th St 759 4696
1BR extra large apt, appliances funished Near
Campus, 1628 Miller St
Rent/ Deposit, $300
759-4696
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray. 753-4109
2 BR brick, patio, shade
trees No pets, $345/mo
753 6931

St

HOUSE 4 minutes from
Murray State University
4-5br, 2 bath, natural gas.
water, sewage & garbage
pickup included, $600/mo
1 Efficiency apt $200/mo
753-6831
4BR house, redecorated, 2
bath, new appliances, w/d
hookup, in county, $565.
Now available Deposit required. No pets 753-4937
or 436-2741 nights
NICE well kept 2br, carport,
storage building, appliances furnished, $400
deposit, $400/mo rent.
753-7920
WATERFRONT house
753-4509

28R Duplex, like new, yard
work provided, w/d hookup,
gas heat Private deck,
$425/mo,$425-deposit, 1yr
ease 436-5725.

2 ROOM et, apt Appl.
furnished No pets. Deposit
required, „near Unrversity.
$200mo 753-4181 or
489-2181
SALE or rent Tobacco
barns, dark fired, AC Bur3br
apt,
DOWNTOWN
ley 759-4713
$325irno 753-0819 days
370
Livestock
& Supplies

BULLS AND HEIFERSPerformance tested. Simmental and Maine-Anjou
Crossbred service age
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake bulls and heifers. Only top
, Village, lbr performance animals ofarid West)
acartment, utilities in- fered for sale. All animals
J.iided rent based on in- health tested and guaranc.orne 62 & older, or handi- teed. Smith Broadbent
cap & disabled Equal Farms. Day 502-235-5182,
Housing Opportunity
Night 502-235-5170
502 354-8888
WANT to lease pasture
LOOKING to share duplex. land 753-7860
Country setting/private.
$180 deposit, $180
monthly rent, $70 electric.
Ammenaies, satellite,
washer & dryer, dishwasher, deck Completely
furnished, exception of ex- 122 CUB Cadet, 12hp Kohtra bedroom Leave mes- er. 40' cut, 3sp manua
wicreeper speed Hyd lift
sage, 753-8607
deck, $500 obo
MUR-CAL Apartments now
901-232 8589
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments AKC Registered Labrador
Phone 759-4984 Equal Retriever, 6wks old, 1st
shots, wormed 1 ChocoHousing Opportunity.
late male, $200, 1 Black
MURRAY Manor Apart$ 1 50
female,
ments now accepting appli901-232-8589
cations for 1-2br apartments Apply in person BARNEY dogloo, small to
1 30pm 4pm Mon-Fri, 70Ibs Removable top, ven1409 Duigiud Dr
ted Clear door & floor pad
753-8607
NEW 3br Duplex Cam=built.
Has
bridge
DOG obedience classes or
wave, fridge w
private Serving Murray 14
her, years 436 2858
dishwasher
central
dryer,
Call
jS & cable LAB puppies $30
air
436-2510
or
Tony
Lisa
pets
No
15
ay
Av
plus deposit
753- 7435 day,
7 3966 night
EXTRA Nice Townhouse,
2br, 14 bath, Cambridge
Has built-in microwave,
fridge w/ice maker, dishwasher, stove, washer &
dryer City utilities & cable
Available May 1st, year
lease, plus deposit Call
753-7435 day. 753-3966
night No pets
NICE 2br duplex, central
h/a, stove, tetra), Wel hookup No pets, $400/mo plus
deposit June 1st
753-1953 days 753-0870
nights
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, be
hveen 8am- 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
ROOMMATE wanted
$225 a month, very low
utility cost. 502-759-4389

COMMERCIAL bldg.
2400sq ft, on 'A we lot
Natural gas, central h/a,
2yrs old. 753-4547.
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
758-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.

10 COMMERCIAL lots for
sale Sizes from 061 to
1 05 acres 7 Acres road
front located on Hwy 94E
Call 759-4851 or 753-3734
from Sam-5pm
2 LOTS with 24'x33' garage, & electric service, located in Preston Heights,
500 feet from city limits All
underground city utilities,
$24,900. 753-2339.
3 HUGE corner lots in Preston Heights, 500 feet from
city limits All underground
city utilities 753-2339.
PRIME building lots, some
warees, all underground
utilities, natural gas Joins
Oaks Country Club.
753-4010, 435-4226.

2BR upstairs apt 4 miles CREEKVIEW Self-storage
from Murray on Hwy 121 warehouses on Center
South No pets $285/mo + Drive behind Shoney's
$285 deposit 489-2296
$20-$40/mo 759-4081

laILLDALE Apts now taking
applications for 1,2, & 3br
apts Handicap acxessible
Apply at Hilldale Apts office
Monday-Friday, 730-3:30
Equal Housing Opportunity 437-4113 TDD
1 800 545-183 X287

4 AGMS wooded new
Miller Golf Course. 21
Acres near Kirksey.
Acres partially wooded with
mobile home near Kirlusey
Call 489-2768 daytime,
489-2161 after 7pm

2 or 3BR, 1 bath in Benton
city limits, $29,000
527-0808, 527-8078.
2 STORY brick, 4br, 2'4
bath Quality construction,
$194,000 obo. 759-2571,
435-4040, 435-4013.
2YR Old home. Open plan,
cathedral ceiling, 2tir, 2
bath, front porch, quality
construction. Ph 759-2571.
3000S0 ft of Luxurious Irving space, plus 4'A car
garage, vaulted ceilings,
wallpaper, tile, w/many extras. Built new in '92,
$174,900. 753-2339.
3BR, 2 bath with detached
garage. Less than lyr old,
located near Coles Campground. Little or no down
payment with good credit.
Call 489-2768 daytime,
489-2161 after 7pm.
38R, 2 bath brick, basement, carport, central h/a,
deck, oulbedg,4 4 acres, 11
miles from Murray on 94E.
474-8331,
3BR, 2 bath new home.
Formal dining, great room,
gas heat, elec a/c_ Open
design. A must see. Call for
an appt. 753-0090.
3BR brick, I bath w/refrig,
stove & wall a/c, double
carport, $52,000
759-1803.

NVhispering Meadows
Subdivision
Large building lots - selling fast! 16th & Utterback
- construction busy - an already established
subdivisioa- Family setting - less than a mile from
N. School, N. 641, golf, restaurants, skating rink,
Dale's Auto Repair, close to new Kroger, future
Wal-Mart. Close enough for convenience - fat
enough way for the quiet life. Reasonably priced a few left 'at $12,500!

•
Call 753-5628 or Grey's at 759-2001

Prestige Homes ittl
Building quality homes at an affordable
price. Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates.
Additions, Remodeling & Vinyl Siding.
We make a difference by being different'
Call today and see why your home should
be built with PRESTIGEll

753-5628 • Fax (502) 753-5494
2BR appliances furnished,
low utilities, attached garage Rent/ Deposit. $375
711 Payne St 759-4696
2BR house with stove, refrigerator, w/d hookup
Yard maintenance re
quired Large lot lovely
lake location $350/mo Reference & deposit required
Available May 1 436-2305
or 436-2755
2 OR 3BR house 907 N
161h, $375 plus deposit
492-8225

Used
Cos

Noose
Per ills
38R, central am IVit, %rids room, dining rm,
lutchen, 1 kWh Large lot,
util rm, clout* garage, outbuildings. 753-8161.
4BR, 2',4 bath with lull
basement, 3 car carpet,
3900sq ft under roof.
1500Sq ft workshop with A
bath, 3 stall livestock barn
with fenced pasture,
stocked pond, central heat
& air Woodstoves in workshop and basement Sits
on apprx. 9 acres in Kirksoy, $185,000. Serious inquiries only. Evening calls
at 489-2056 for appt
BE the proud owner of this
gracious 3br, 2 bath brick
home in excellent Martin
Heights neighborhood
Home features formal Irving
& dining rooms, den with
fireplace, central gas heat,
at an affordable price
$120's. Contact Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222
MIS13033506

1994 GEO Tracker conver- CELEBRITY Boats
tible, black, Sep, 18xxx 18%31', most in mock now
miles, sharp' 759-4100 af and available with early
season discounts at BEAR
tar 6rxn
CREEK BOAT WERKS
1904 SATURN SL1, auto- 800-354-9501
mac,ax, pAr, p/1, sunroof. PONTOON BOATS 4
Sell under warranty Call 1995 remain at dealers in759-1aa4
voice 1996s also avail1995 CAMAY LE, loaded, able BEAR CREEK BOAT
WERKS 800-354-9501
sunroof 489-2925
'93 CADILLAC Seville luxury Sedan, green, low
miles, fully loaded, Bose
Audio System. '91 Acura
Integra GS, 3dr, red, low
miles, perfect condition,
fully loaded except leather
'89 Buick Electra Limited,
brown, loaded, very low
miles, best engine ever '89
Dodge Omni, silver, extremely low miles, loaded,
nice condition. 759-4668.

GET .AUTO

CREDIT

Been Turned Down Before?
Bad Credit • No Credit
Bankruptcy • Divorce

GET A NEW START

1-800-51 1 -0715
NO CREDIT
APPLICATION REFUSED:
INSTANT CREDIT
AVAILABLE!
Reestablish Your Credit

PROCRAFT Bass boat,
dual console, ?Oft long, 200
Mariner motor, Procraft
trailer Good condition. See
Garbs Mack .k at Black's
Decorating Center or call
436-2935 or 753-0839
TIGERSHARK personal
watercraft, limited 1995's
available at huge discounts, starting at
$369900. BEAR CREEK
WERKS.
BOAT
800-354-9501.

LEAVING country.'94 Corolla DX, auto, a/c, exc
cond. 28xxx miles, $9,000.
Need minor repair (windshield) 502-762-6256 Ling.

530
Services
Offered

BY Contractor: New. 4br, RED 1993 Skylark Buick,
2'A bath house w/3 car 47xxx miles 753-7455 or
garage Deluxe home with 753-2217
all amenities. You mustsee
this one. Call 753-3903.

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, land
soaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
436-5744,
Lamb
1-800-548-5262.

GATESBOROUGH, 4br, 4
Vans
bath, 2 story, 41001+ sq ft
Lots of extras, Walnut ca- '93 FORD Aerostar, 4D
binets, Conan baths, body type, Silver, 6cyl
decks, gazebo, sprinkler 474-2708
system, large game room,
study. 753-5940,
500
436-5946.
Used
Truoks
GREAT location Newly decorated, 3br, 2 bath brick,
fireplace in den. Located in
Oaks Estate on large
wooded lot. Professionally
Landscaped. Walk to golf
course, $106,000. Ph
753-1468.

SOUTH of Murray in Green
Plains Subdivision. Nice '4
acre building lots with HAZEL- newly decorated
prices beginning at 2br, 1'4 bath, appliances,
$7,000/single or $12,500 garage 492-8526
for 2 lots. Municipal water, HoUSE for sale by owner.
subdivision restrictions. Brewers-Harvey area, 6
Contact Kopperud, miles west of Benton. 1
753-1222.
Bath, new central unit,
large deck, 2 outbuildings,
$54,900. Will sell with
acreage or without Call
after 6:00, 502-527-7890.
2BR home on 1 acre of
Land, 3 outbuildings, carport & new well Minutes
from the lake 436-2758

530
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460
Reel
Estate

Apartments
For Rent

NEAT as pin truly describes
this 3br, 1 bath home with
large fenced in backyard.
Priced in the 50's. This
listing features many updates, with all modern appliances to remain. Take
possession end of May and
leave the paint brushes behind as this listing is very
much ready to move into
condition. Contact Rich at
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222. Concerning
MLS13000614.

A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492-8737.

1973 FORD F350, 1 ton,
flat bed, good condition.
759-4805
1985 SUBARU Brat, 4
wheel dr, $1250. 753-1522
days, 489-28,41 after 6pm.
1989 % TON 4x4 Chevy
Silvered°, auto, Olt, cruise,
cass, bedliner, 350 motor,
74xxx miles, $10,500.
502-474-2014.
1989 CHEVY Silvered° extended cab, sat, cruise
control, electric windows/
locks, 103xxx miles, $9850.
753-4445.
1991 GMC Sierra 4x4, 350
engine, heat & air, arriam
cassette, mag wheels, new
tires, chrome brush guards,
$12,500. 436-5950.
1992 DODGE diesel truck,
$14,000 obo. 436-2269.
1992 FORD F150, 55xxx
miles, $8,000 obo
753-0115, 759-9086 after
51993 CHEW Silvered°, 1
owner, like new, white w/
red interior & fancy Leer
camper shell. Call
753-3233 or 762-3351.

THIS Gatesborough home
offers the best for all sea1995 FORD F-350, 1 ton,
sons, with enjoyable Florloaded, $25,900.
ida room & outdoor area
753-1078.
featuring hot tub. Spaaous
Irving areas on inside allow 1995 SAPPHIRE-blue
for gracious living in this Splash arid 1994 Black
3br, 2 bath home, Splash 1995-$12,500 Call
$132,900. Contact Kop- 759-4677 after 5pm
perud Realty 753-1222.
'95 DODGE 4x4, % ton,
MLSII3000556.
Sap with 360. 759-4936.
470

•

510
Molomyclim

Campers

1982 KAWASAKI 750 LTD,
looks & runs good, $800
753-9128
1994 HONDA XR100, excellent condition.
753-3869.
1995 YAMAHA YZ 250,
very nice. Call 753-5033
after 5pm.
'83 SUZUKI GS850L, 6xxx
miles, excellent condition,
$1800. 489-2465.
KAWASKI 440 stand up
Jet-Ski, new paint job, runs
great, $1500 firm- Some
extras included 753-8848
before 9pm.

1991 PROWLER 5th
wheel, 286 ft with electric
living room slide out. Central heat & air, awning, stereo, microwave, queen
bed. Excellent condition,
$12,900. 759-1987,
436-2065.
20FT Prowler, air, awning,
sleeps 8, $2200. 753-1522
days, 489-2841 after 6pm.
32FT Camper, air, gas
heat, $2,000. 759-4414.
STARCRAFT popup camper, sleeps 6, new condition. 759-9413.

520

Boats
& Motors

ago
Used
Cam
1983 OLDS Toronado,
$1200. Call Deitrich at
753-7132 or 753-2715
1986 CUTLASS 2dr, 8 cylinder, completely rebuilt
engine, very nice car,
$3500. 1984 Thluncierbird,
V6 engine, 1 owner, new
condition, $3500. 1601
Loch Lomond Will guarantedd. 753-3704.
1966 PONTIAC 6000 STE,
$1200 753-2519
1987 DODGE Lancer,
good car, high mileage,
$2000. Call 753-1404 or
759-9240 leave message
1988 TOYOTA Camry LE,
V6, good condition, new
tires Call 924-0508.
1989 HONDA Civic, 4dr
a/c, loaded, sharp, best offer 1993 Ford Ranger XLT
super cab, 23xxx miles,
loaded, best offer
753-8277
1992 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille, white w/burgandy
leather interior, fully
loaded, 67xxx miles,
$1 3,900 435-4635,
753-1737.
1994 CHRYSLER New
Yorker, dark green & gray
on bottom, 40xxx miles,
loaded, $ 1 6 5 0 0
437-4838

DAVID'S Cleaning Ser
voices 'Cleaning' vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes
boats, brick driveways
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502 759-4734
Cellular 502 853 1108

P

DRYWALL, finishing re
pairs, additions and blow
irig ceilings 753-4761
FINISH mowing, garden
breaking & thing, bush hogging 753-5303 after 6pm
FOUR Star Mobile Home.
parts & service Evertock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
warranty, tan, beige, while,
grey. 492-8488.

BUSH hogging, finish mowing & trimming, garden and
yard tilling. 492-8530.

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
'7.50
'12.50
'I.5.00

I insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions .
Ads must be paid in advance

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition.
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
For assistance call. 759-1918 or come by

Nlirrrgy Ledger & Times
Classifted Department

HANDYWORK/odd jobs
wanted. No job too small
Just give us a call
759-1184.
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY. 436-5560
LAMB Brother Home Improvements. remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates 436-2269

•

SUMNER ROOFING CO.
Let me call do it all for industrial, commercial or
residential. Also new construction roofs, even farm
buildings roofs. Also, single ply and torchdown.
We are licensed in Murray, bonded and insured.
All employees are covered-under workers comp. If
you need references we will gladly furnish them
from Murray and Calloway Co.
We are ready to serve you!

Sumner Roofing Co, Cadiz, KY
1-800-270-0479 or 502-235-5979 (....i.vi

LAWN Mowing B411 Paschall 502-753-2943
LAWN mowing and general
yard work Hard working
and dependable Call
753-6534

mb Brothers

UCENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

A & A Lawn Care, mowing, LONGLIFE CARPET
hauling, tree trimming.
CLEANING SPECIAL.
Free Estimates. Mark $25.00 a Standard size
Lamb. 436-5791, room Free
DEODORIZ436-2528.
ING & SCOTCHGUARDABSOLUTE LAWN SER- ING. 436-2654.
VICE. Lawn mowing,
MARC'S LAWN SERmulching. Free fertilizing,
VICE. Will also haul mulch.
every 3rd mow. Dandelion
753-6226, 753-4168.
guaranspray. Satisfaction
MB GENERAL CONteed. 753-6585
STRUCTION & MAINTEAFFORDABLE lawn care, NANCE: carpentry, paintfrom mowing and trimming ing, electrical, siding. other
to hauling off eyesores For &
apt
friendly, dependable ser- (502)436-280_ fax_ ex
vice call J J.'s after 500 modem avail.
436-2919.
MOODY'S TOWER repair.
ALL around hauling, junk Pickup & delivery.
clean up, cleaning out 753-5668
sheds, gutters, tree work
Free estimates Joe Lamb. MOWING Free Estimates
Reasonable rates Call
436-2867.
759-2409. Ask for Chad
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
foundations, slabs, sidew- MULCH,delivered Murray
alks, driveways, buildings, 436-5560
remodeling, repairs, AGC PAINTING, interior, extercertified. 489-2214.
ior Roofing home repairs,
cleaning Free estimates
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- 436-5032
niture repair & custom
PLUMBING repairs.fast
woodworking. 753-8056
service 436-5255
REPAIRS
APPLIANCE
Factory trained by 3 major ROB'S ELECTRICAL
manufacturers. All work WORKS. All types
and parts warranted. Ask Licensed & Insured
for Andy at The Appliance 502-247-5700, 742-4484
(Pager),
Works, 753-2455.
R & R ELECTRIC SpeciaAPPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse, lizing in mobile home hooWhirlpool. 30+ years ex- kups, new construction,
perience. BOBBY general maintainence.
Free estimates, fast serHOPPER, 436-5848.
vice. Call anytime
SERVICE
BACKHOE
762-0001.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace- SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or comment 759-1515
mercial, Servall Gutter Co
EtACKHOE Service - ROY 753-6433
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations, SPEEDY Maid mobile
cleaning service
etc. 759-4664
50 2 - 759 - 50 5 5 ,
BEACH ROOFING 12 502-753-8086
years experience Free esSUREWAY Tree & Stump
timates Reasonable rates
Removal. Insured with full
759-9629.
line of equipment. Free esBOB'S Plumbing Service
timates. Day or night,
All work guaranteed. Free
753-5484
estimates 436-5832 or
753-1134_
THE Gutter Co Seamless
BUSHHOGG1NG, driveways graded, gardens and
lawns roto-tilled. New 60
inch roto- tiller does a terrific
job. Call Jonesy 437-4030

YARD
SALE
SEASON

aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available.
759-4690
TOMS WINDOWS Cleaning Res Commercial
436-5389
TREES trimmed, topped or
removed Also firewood.
Call 436-2562

14FT Cherokee Aluminum CARPORTS for cars and
V-Hull, w/40hp Johnson. trucks, Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs WALTER'S Contracting,
435-4323.
and etc. Excellent protec- Gerald Walters, owner.
17 LOWE Alum Bass boat, tion, high quality, excellent
Vinyl siding, painting,
501'ip Mercury, depth finder, value. Roy Hill 759-4664
decks, additions, roofing,
trolling motor, many extras
trailer, best offer. CLEANING- yards, barns, 20yrs experience, tree estisheds, attics, garages. mates 753-2592
753-8277.
Hauling. Free estimates
WELDING: Portable,
1985 34FT Sea Ray, twin Luke Lamb, 436-5950
stickes, MIG, heli-arc, brazcondi454's, 325hrs. Paint
ing Mild steele, stainless,
tion, only $59,500. CONSTRUCTION Work
aluminum and cast iron.
753-4663 days, 492-8479 McBride Construction
Call David at 436-5638
Addigarages
to
Decks
nights.
tions and Vinyl Free esti- WILL cut lawns for sum24'
1994 SUNCRUISER
mates Satisfaction guarmer Call Matt Mattingly at
pontoon, 70hp Evinrude anteed_ Call Larry McBride
753-9731 or Brian Combs
motor, good condition. Sell- 436-2102.
at 753-5787
ing because of illness Call
COUNTERTOPS, custom
436-2620 after 6pm.
WILL do home repairs Also
Homes, trailers, offices
lay vinyl flooring Call
1995 PONTOON, 22ft Wulff's Recovery, Murray
759-9257 after 5iam
Crest, 401p, used less than 436-5560
8 hours, $10,200
WINDOW repair & replaceCUSTOM BUILT wooden
753-6840
ment, (vinyl). 759-1799
Excellent
fencing.
&
decks
1996 DONZI 275 LXC workmanship Affordable
WOOD VCR- repairing
(29'3' overall) midberth rates 753-7860
VCR's, camcorders, microat
starting
cruisers in stock,
waves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5.
and
bulldozing
CUSTOM
$39,943.00. BEAR CREEK
Free estimates. Visa/MC
backhoe work, septic sysWERKS
BOAT
accepted 753-0530.
4pm,
tems, 354-8161 after
800-354-9501.
Horace Sholer.
24F1 Pontoon boat '89
tilling, grader
CUSTOM
model boat & motor. Call
bushhogging
work,
blade
759-9839
6,
after
Gerald Carroll- owner
24x8, 1987 RIVIERA 502-492-6159
Cruiser pontoon boat,
100hp Evinrude commer- LEWIS exterior cleaning
aid engine, new carpet, House, mobile homes.
rebuilt floor, reconditioned brick & vinyl Buildings.
engine. $5500 obo. RV's, sidewalks Free esti753-5936 or 762-3105
mates 753-6490

Miss
Your
Paper?

Call
753-1916

Tree Service

50.2-4.30-5744
1.-800-5443-526.2

Tree Trimming
Free Estimates LICENSED & ENSURED
Tree Removal
241*. Service
Operated
&
Owned
Stump Removal
Gutter Cleaning &
Service
Ckanup
Wi
Mulch Hauling
Light Hauling. Etc.
Landscaping
TINI LAMB
Full Line of
Hedge Trumning
"Quality Service'
Equipment
Tree Spraying

WOODS11(110'S
Curtis Smith, Craftsinith
(502) 435-4319 Phone or Fax

c-P

••••

griP4P-40.-.a'-.-_'

ow-

A

Offering:•
Staircase Sales & Installation
Interior Trim Sales & Installation
Hardwood Flooring Sales
Hardwood Floor Installation & Finishing
Custom Built Cabinets, Furniture & Mantles

NI

Ci

Z
CARPET & FLOOR COVERIN4
Come...See Our Selections
CARPETS: All Top Brand Names 1st Quality
HARDWOOD, TILE & VINYL
Over 30 Years Installation Experience

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
Jim Knight Sales & Installation Tcol rife rid
Jay Knight
Kr.ghtA
Mitch Knight
Hwy 641 - 1 V2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

753-7728

.

ATTENIT1101111N1

I

I

Contractor or Home Builders

Cooksey's Plumbing
licensed Master Plumber

Free Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

gura

436-2667 I
i

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Specifications!
• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672

olmm

630 N 4th Si. (Neat to Lassatoz Hamer)• Mummy
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS, INC.

T13 LAWN SERVICE
• Mowing

• Weedeating

• Edging

• Hauling, Etc.

Guaranteed fast, friendly and
professional service.

II

753-5647 or 759-9365
If no answer please leave message

•-r

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
MURRIIY (Behind Bunny Brsad)

OA SUNBURY

751 SNO
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK/

DEAR ABBY: My heart went out
to Patty, who wrote regarding her
mother's death from lung cancer
and people questioning whether her
mother had been a smoker.
I am now in the advanced stages
of emphysema and am currently on
the waiting list for a lung transplant. I, too, have been tormented
with that question when anyone
learns of my disease. Believe me,
the guilt I had to work through was
enough without having it compounded by that question. I have
often been tempted to ask, "What
difference does it make?" But I
know in my heart they are ignorant
of the pain they are causing.
I'm sure the same people
wouldn't think of asking those suffering with heart disease if they ate
bacon and eggs every morning —
yet smokers are made to feel that
they deserve their suffering.
Abby, your response to Patty's
letter was so heartening. Now
maybe others will be a little less
judgmental to those of us who are

living with smoking's legacy. A simple "I'm sorry" is so much kinder.
Thank you for all you have done
over the years to put such issues
before the public. You may use my
name.
JOAN K. TURSO,
SEQUIM,WASH.
DEAR JOAN: No need to
thank me. That's what I'm here
for. Good luck with your
surgery when a transplant is
available.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: My wife and I are
in our early 60s, and we like to travel a lot. My problem is I can't get
my wife to set foot on an airplane.

1

CONTRACT BRIDGE

_WsEasy -to Self-Destruct
WHAT A
SuDDEN
DOWNPOUR

AN() NO
UMBRELLA

BuT NOW THAT
WERE IN HERE,
I'M GOING TO
BUY A. FEW
THINGS

YOU DON'T SEEM TO MIND
THAT YOuR WIFE IS
BUYING SO
HECK

SURE,
AL L
RIGHT,
DEAR...

IF THE RAIN HAD COME A
FEW MINUTES LATER ,WE'D
HAVE %EN UP THE STREET
Al THE JEWELRY STORE

for _
i

•

eta

Et it4i
THAI'S THE
BEAUT4 Of
COUNE DATING,
CHARLENE. LOOKS

miff
DOES
HE LOOK
LIKE4
CATIP1?

r HAIR DOESN'T

MATTER.
WEI&HT DOESN'T MATTER
FACES DON'T MNITER.

ALL THAT /MITERS IS
GETTING TO KNOW A REAL
HUMAN BEING THROUGH
THE BEAUTIFUL,
MEANIGFUL
WRITTEN WORD?!
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A
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
2.-1-yE.i1R-OU2 DEANNA
SOENNSKI SUFFERED
MULTIPLE INJURIES
WHEN SHE LOST CONTROL
- -7 OF HER CPR YE-STER-
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ACCORDING TO WITNESSES,
MiSS SoBINSKI WAS FREED
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Consequently, we travel by car. We
were in Florida last October: we
just returned from Hilton Head,
S.C: and we have a trip to Florida
planned for July. I keepistelling my
wife that these long 110 to 12 hours
a day) drives are tiring. I'm still
working, so I can't afford to take off
more time to allow for more travel
time.
My wife suggested I wear pants hose. She said she remembers reading in your column some years ago
that pantyhose massagr-the pores
and thus reduce fatigue. Is there
any truth to this, or is she just trying to shut me up? If the answer is
.yes, I will give them a try. Is there a
specific style that should be worn"
I know this is a strange request.
but if it works, who cares?
FRED IN
SOUTHBOKOUt;II, MASS
DEAR FRED: Your wife
didn't see that item in my column — but I'm for anything
that works! However, since
pantyhose don't keep women
from getting tired, why would
they do that for men?
* * *

DEAR ABBY: I will get rigid to
the point. I have fallen in hive with
my first cousin. His mother and my
mother are sisters. hut I grew up in New York and he was raised in California, so we didn't see each other
very often. However. we both felt a
definite physical attraction to each
other whenever we met.
We would like to be married. We
do not intend to have any children
I have had a hysterectomy but we
need to know in which states first
cousins can marry.
Thanks for any help you can give
me.
KISSING COUSINS
DEAR COUSINS: First
cousins may marry in Alabama,
Alaska, California, Colorado,
Connecticut, Florida, Georgia,
Hawaii, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New
Mexico, New York, Rhode
Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, VerniOnt, the District of Columbia and Virginia.
And in Wisconsin, first cousins
may marry if the woman is 55 111
years or older.
Good luck, and may you forever be kissin'cousins.

North dealer.
trumps and then led a spade to the
Neither side vulnerable.
queen. East won with the king and
NORTH
exited with a heart. Declarer won,
•A Q
crossed to the ace of spades, and led
Q2
a club to the ten, losing to the king.
• Q 1086 3
When West returned a club, South
J 752
could not avoid losing another club
WEST
EAST
trick and finished down one.
*J96 4
K 1085 3
Declarer could have assured five
‘,
4
J 10963
V 8 75 4
diamonds with more careful play.
•4
•J
His undoing can be directly attribK 43
+ Q 98
uted to the spade finesse he took at
SOUTH
trick three. In fact, had dummy not
DR. GOTT
+ 72
held the queen of spades, South
V AK
would probably have found the win- By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
wCRE TR41,40
• A K 9 75 2
ning route to 11 tricks without diffieirr
W-TOU
ID FiCrURE OUT
4. A 106
culty.
DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 have an umbiliHOW TO DOWNLOAD The bidding:
TWO
After drawing trumps, declarer cal hernia with a rope-like protrusion
WRITE
PICTURES Of
South West
North East
should have cashed the heart king -alongside an incision site that was
ABOUT?,
EACH (MIER..
1•
Pass
Pass
Pass
and then played the A-Q of spades. made in 1948. The hernia has only
5•
3•
Pass
Regardless of which defender won been present for about two years.
Opening lead — jack of hearts.
ince there is no pain or discomfort,
the trick, South would then h ve
my doctor has not suggested repair.
Consider this deal where South been certain to make the contract.
twice had the opportunity to make a
Suppose East has the king of Is there any danger in letting this go?
game. First, he could have bid three spades, as in the actual deal. He
DEAR READER: A hernia is simply
hearts at his second turn, inviting cannoteffectively return a heartor a an abnormal opening through which
North to bid three notrunip if he had spade, which would allow declarer something that shouldn't protrude is
stoppers in spades and clubs. At to discard a club while he ruffed in protruding. In your case, a defect in
thatcontract,North would have had dummy,so he leadsa low club.South the area of the umbilicus has permitno difficulty scoring ten tricks against ducks this to West who, upon win- ted a small portion of bowel (or bowel
any lead.
ning the trick, must yield a ruff and covering) to stick out under the skin.
As long as the bowel is free to slip
But then, having elected to bid discard or return a club, either way
five diamonds instead,South should handing South the game-going trick. back into the abdominal cavity, there
have found the best way to score 11
The outcome is the same if West is no harm in the situation. However,
tricks. Unfortunately, he failed that holds the king of spades. After his if the herniated tissue becomes
forced club return,South cannotlose wedged and twisted (incarcerated
teat also.
hernia)!you will experience severe
After taking the heart lead with more than one club trick, and again pain and will require emergency
the ace, declarer cashed the ace of the contract comes sailing home.
surgery to repair the hernia.
Tomorrow: Beware of Greeks bearing gifts.
Many people with this condition are
content to wait for problems to develop before considering surgery.
CROSSWORDS
However, others take the position that
they don't want to risk an unexpected
Plumb
ACROSS
incarcerated hernia during a back37 Remain
packing trip in the Rockies. so- they
Answer to Previous Puzzle
38 Fulfilled
1 Shinbone
choose to have hernia repair
40 Princely
6 Assumes a
PAL DOLES EAR
Italian family
spiral shape
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46 Roman 101
14 "Let It—'
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attendee
waterfall
cated
and less expensive than the traTELEVISE
I
AGO
49 As far as
17 Sodium
ditional technique and may be per50 — class
PLANS DONATES
5formed under local anesthesia.
18 Law deg. ..
52 Sagittarius
ELM
NELL
symbol
20 "Good Golly
Ask your doctor to refer you to a
DETROIT GEENA
54 Either good
Miss
surgeon for a second opinion.
AVE TROPE SAM
or evil signs
21 Lubncate
DEAR DR GOTT: What is Paget's
55 "Driving Miss
22 Redact
YAM HATED SNY
disease and what can be done for it?
Daisy" star
24 Raced
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DEAR READER: There are two
25 Dagger
DOWN
26 Car rental
major types of Paget's disease: a rare
name
furniture
center
form of cancer that affects the skin of
28 Grumble
1 — of
10 Marshy
6 Dixie on "All
the penis, the breast or the external
30 Colored fish
My Children"
contents
hollow
female genitals: and the much more
32 At that time
12 Hebrew lyre
7 Actress Mary
2 Ms. Marcos
common, non-malignant bone disease.
33 Capital of
8.0-T linkup
3 Arthur ID
13 Shade of
1. 1441
I assume from your question that this
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9 Former
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brown
35 Arden and
5 Style of
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latter disorder is what interests you.
16 — chowder KAPE40(
19 Military
Paget's disease of 1:afrie is a chronic
exercise
'AMERICA, LOW itdisorder of the adult skeleton, marked
Unity
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by areas of rapid bone turnover lead23 Somewhat
ing to soft, poorly calcified portions. In
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Al.e4Ays
all healthy people, bone is a living tis25 An Allen
27 Took a seat
sue that constantly and slowly
29 Article
changes; as parts of the skeleton
31 In —
degenerate,
the body grows new bone
(concealing
and
calcifies
it. For unknown reasons,
oneself)
this process is accelerated in Paget's
33 Heart part
34 Simone or
disease: The new bone is poorly calciFocti
fied and is weaker than normal.
36 Expressed
This process typically occurs in a
37 Prefix before
spotty distribution. If the skull is
iliac
39 Computer
affected — as it often is — symptoms
food
may not appear for decades.
41 — University
On the other hand, if weight-bearing
(Atlanta, Ga )
bones become diseased, pain. defor43 Decimal
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mity and fractures are an early pigs.
44 Classify
Common
symptoms
include
47 Do wrong
headache, fatigue and increasing skull
48 — Victor
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DEAR MAY -

By The Associated Press
and Mike McDaniel is salutatoTen years ago
Today is Tuesday, May 7, the 128th day of 1996. There are 238
rian of Murray High School
Backhoe operator Gene WilSenior Class. Other high honor days left in the year.
liams is pictured as he prepares
On May 7, 1945, Germany signed an unconditional surrender at
students arc Max Russell, Carol
to load a scoop of dirt from GlenChampion, Mary Robbins, Shir- Allied headquarters in Rheims. France, to take effect the following
dale Road Extension project as
day, ending the European conflict of World War II.
ley Lyons and Lynn Stranak.
truck driver Earl Norsworthy
On this date:
The Calloway Circuit Court
stands by. The city workers are
In 1789, the first inaugural ball was held in New York in honor of
Grand Jury- returned 11 indictmoving sewer, water and gas
ments in its report to Judge Earl President and Mrs. George Washington.
lines for the paving project.
In 1812, poet Robert Browning was born in London.
Danny Adams and Marvin Las- T. Osborne on May 5. In 1825, Italian composer Antonio Salicri died in Vienna, Austria.
Capt. Daniel C. Roberts, son of
ster are shown examining LasIn 1833, composer Johannes Brahms was born in Hamburg,
ster's crop residue cover after Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Roberts, is
planting second year no-till corn serving with U.S. Army, Land- Germany.
In 1840, composer Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky was born in the Ural
on Paul Lassiter's farm in Taylor stuhl, Germany.
Births reported include a boy region of Russia.
Store area.
In 1847, the American Medical Association was founded in
Steve Cunningham, Ted How- to Mr. and Mrs. John McNeely, a
ard, Bob Garrison, James Lassi- girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Tho- Philadelphia.
In 1915, nearly 1,200 people died when a German torpedo sank the
ter, David Graham, Bill Wells, mas Rushing, and a boy to Mr.
Stanford Andrus, Matt Sparkman, and Mrs. Jerry Mac Key, April British liner Lusitania off the coast of Ireland.
In 1939, Germany and Italy announced a military and political
Dan McNutt, Harry Allison and 29; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Kenalliance known as the Rome-Berlin Axis.
Charles Powell are new members neth L. Lamb, April 30.
In 1954, the 55-day Battle of Dien Bien Phu in Vietnam ended with
Forty years ago
of Murray Rotary Club.
Twenty years ago
Senator Earle Clements spoke Vietnamese insurgents overrunning French forces.
In 1963, the United States launched the Telstar 2 communications
The Calloway Circuit Court at Faxon School Eighth Grade
Grand Jury returned 18 indict- Graduation ceremonies last night. satellite.
In 1975, President Ford formally declared an end to the "Vietnam
ments in its report to Circuit Charlie Lassiter is principal of
era." In Ho Chi Minh City — formerly Saigon — the Viet Cong
Judge James Lassiter May 6.
the school.
Larry England, speech and
Mrs. Alice Steely of Paris staged a rally to celebrate their takeover.
In 1984, a $180 million out-of-court settlement was announced in
debate coach at Calloway County Road Homemakers Club was choHigh School, has been elected to sen as 1955 Master Homemaker the Agent Orange class-action suit brought by Vietnam veterans who
charged they had suffered injury from exposure to the defoliant.
the position of chairman of the of Calloway County.
In 1994, Norway's most famous painting, "The Scream" by
Sigma Kindergarten, sponsored
Board of Directors for Kentucky
by Sigma Department of Murray Edvard Munch, was recovered almost three months after it was stolen
High School Speech League at a
Woman's Club, will have from an Oslo museum.
meeting at Lexington.
Ten years ago: The Senate Finance Committee approved a plan to
M.C. Garrott writes about Mrs. registration May 10 in KindergarWinnie Scarbrough who is 96 in ten room at Carter Elementary make the most sweeping changes in the U.S. income tax laws in more
his annual Mothers' Day honoree School. Mrs. Ralph Boyd and than 40 years. (A compromise version was signed by President Reain his column,"Garrott's Galley." Mrs. Josiah Darnall are teachers. gan the following October.)
Five years ago: Doctors said that President Bush's recent bout with
Pete Purdom and Billy ThurBill Bailey of Murray has
man have purchased the August an irregular heartbeat was caused by a mildly overactive thyroid
returned from attending the 46th
Wilson Insurance Agency. It will gland, a condition they said was easily treatable.
annual 4-H Conference at
One year ago: Jacques Chirac, the conservative mayk of Paris, won
Washington, D.C.
now be known as Purdom &
Thurman Insurance Agency at France's presidency in his third attempt, defeating Lionel Jospin in a
Thirty years ago
runoff to end 14 years of Socialist rule.
303 East Main St., Murray.
Judy Hargis is valedictorian
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PEANUTS
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THAT'S EVER HAPPENED
AND EVERYTNING YOU
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51 — Mans
53 Ozzie's wife
(inits.)
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Paget's disease is treated with
drugs, such as Didronel, that slow

bone metabolism. The disorder is
treatable and need not progress to the
point where it is a menace to health.
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Kerl Bazzell, a senior at Murray High School, visited Murray State University
to interview for a Presidential Scholarship. Bazzell was one of 39 students
that were Interviewed for this prestigious honor. Shown with Bazzell is Dr.
Kern Alexander, President of Murray State University.

WEDNESDA Y MAY 8,1996
-T
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
You can expect to reach new heights
in your career and private life.
Although you may face an occasional setback, your days will never be
dull or ordinary. Financial backing
comes from an unexpected quarter.
Stick to a budget and you will have
fewer worries. A marriage that has
had its ups and downs becomes
more rewarding. If you decide to
take a second honeymoon, consider
a trip abroad. Far from home. you
develop new rapport!
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DAY: actress Melissa
Gilbert. comedian Don Rickles,
singer Toni Tennille, jockey Angel
Cordero.
ARIES(March).
alert-Whew np1oyrnent opporfft
-=
ties. Those with high tech skills will
get first choice. A candid financial

talk with your associates will clear
the way for a compromise.
battV
enIesG (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
VIRGO
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Pooling ideas and resources with
Redefine your long-term career or like-minded people will bring sucbusiness goals. Then seek the coop- cess! Key allies are ready to help
eration of all involved. Your viva- out. Your technical know-how leads
cious personality helps you sell oth- to new job opportunities.
ers on your ideas and projects.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): FinGEMINI (May 21-June 20): A ish tasks on time and an authority
fresh outlook on life helps you find figure will grant a request. Your
the solution to a recurring problem. powerful charisma draws eligible
Co-workers want to join your team. partners like a magnet. A message
Sharing a secret with your mate or or phone call will bring pleasing
business partner will give you new
results..
options.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
CANCER (June 21-July 22): key relationship grows more intense.
Good news could involve travel, Your tactful words help cool hot
favorable financial terms or an offer tempers. Avoid debating trivial
of support. Obtaining a second opinissues. Getting down to the nittyion could bring you luck. Use your
gritty will keep an agreement intact.
resources judiciously.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Do not 21): Others may not pull their
let an unfortunate clash of persona&—weight today. Make sure that you
ties mar your image. Handle others
do! VIPs know where you are comwith diplomacy. A physical fitness
ing from: a promotion is possible.
program will help you recharge your
Romance could be a guessing game.

Let the other person take the lead!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Power plays may be at the bottom of a work slowdown. Playing
mediator could reverse this tricky
situation. Check the fine print before
signing agreements. Others will
admire your thoroughness. Tonight.
love blossoms anew.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Discussing your money-making
ideas with influential people will
leave them clamoring for more.
Make certain they pay top dollar.
Share good news with those who
really care. The benefits will be
long-lasting.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Business conducted behind closed
doors has a profound effect on your
career or company. Look for new
options. A home-based business .
could mushroom overnight. Enlist
the help of your mate and-other family members.

Phone 436-2980

- Sell = Trade

It's Time For Those
Backyard

Large Selection of
Handguns, Rifles,
Shotguns, Ammo
& Accessories

Barbecues
And Old Tyme Meat Shoppe
has the quality meatselection,
and service you've been
looking for...

Leather
Concealment
Holsters

MIME TYME
MEAT SHOPPE

Hours: 8:00 a.m.-I2:00
Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Sat. & Sun.

753-MEAT

94 East 641 Miles Duncan's Grocery Turn
Right At Caution Light (Hwy. 732) Located at 2 Mile Marker On Right.

Dbdeland Shopping Center
Chestnut St. • Murray

OWN THIS FULL SIZE DELUXE YAMAHA150
$n noesA MONTH.*
FOR ONLY
. AS Y. DETAILS BELOW!
AND THERE IS NO MONEY DOWN! n".S

"A Family of Quality Suncare Products"
\

_

An%.
MARKETING
7111-

Cp

306 Andrus Ave. • Murray, Kentucky

YAMAHA

savegovitn
75coTropic-N

That's right, the Big Blue 350 has been manufactured for 10 years and
was ramify voted most reliable" by farmers in West KY.
Here's how to get yours today...Call Spencer at 502-753-8078 Town &
Country Yamaha In Murray and give him your credit into, right on be
phone. But hurry, there are only '-

ON ANT HAWAIIAN TROPIC PRODUCT 302. OR LARGER
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For apploved buyers. AN.midiengine sizes ot 90cc or wearer are rsconvnanded for use only by those age
Id ind Wet. Yakima isconvards tei all ATV riders take an approved training course. For salary and
tralneng inionnstion, see you desist or cal the ATV Safety institute al 1.800447-4700. ATVs can be
hazardous to operas. For your safety: Always wear a helmet.eye protection, and protective darning; never
ride on paved solaces or public roads; never carry passengers; rover engage in stunt riding; ricing and
sicahowerugs own net; avid excessive speed; and be particuiany careful on difficult 'strain
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Proud to represent world wide recognized boat
brands that maintain top value.

Hot Summer Deals on New Boats
- 18'/2'

Welicraft Bowriders

613,900

160 HP V-6 Mercruisers, Traitors

- 19' Glastron Bownders 180 HP V-6 Mercruisers, Sun Lounge Seating, Indash,
Depth Finders, Hour Meters, Trailors
'15,900
Glastron Bownders w/Cuddy Cabin,Porta Potti, Tandem Trailor wiarakes,
Full Canvas, Snap-In Carpet, V-8 Mercruiser or Volvo
*24,900

- 23'4

- 23' Wellcratt Cruisers, V-8 Mercruisers Shore Power, Full Bath, Full Galley,
Retrog Elec Stove, H.W Heater, Full Camper Canvas, Tandem
Trailer w/ Brakes
'30,900
- 27'/2' Welk:raft Cruiser. 9W

Thurman's

Beams, Live Aboard Arnmenities, 7.4 Liter. V-8

143,900

Mercruiser, 300 HP
All of our cruisers quality for 2nd home mortgage tax deduction
8.99% APR financing up to 20 years

Glastron • Welk:roll • Trolan Yachts

STJHL

'Home Sweet Home" is getting
sweeter at Buchanan

TOP-RATED
LEAF BLOWER

Phase II Luxury Condominiums
On Kentucky Lake
$166,000
starting at

SAVE
s20

A Waterfront Condominium Community
3 miles from Paris Landing State Park

• Tw fear Consumer

warranty

• Mace in USA
• I 5ci • 24ccr/72rnok •353 cfrr
• Vacuum attachment & Gutter Cleaning
Kits are Avaiiabie

(901) 642-2828

The Stibl scn blower Was been rated III by b kadbag cessweer megaritee.

--Pleasant
Awe

Fax (901) 642-8223
1-800-225-6302

Murray Home & Auto

AT BUCHANAN RESORT

753-2571
753-4110
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TUESDAY, MAY 7, 1996

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Becky Robertson's Class
This Mother's Day give your mom
beautiful hands and the most
relaxing experience of a lifetime...
— Gift Certificates Available

I love my mom because she's
nice and she gives me toys.
Rachel Adams

-

I love my mom because she is
nice. She has a loving heart. She is
pretty
Emily Alton

Nails By Sherry I

The Finishing Touch
Southside Shopping Center
615 S. 12th • Murray, KY 42071 • 767-0525

*II

I Id

f

I love my mom because she
buys me stuff. She take good care
of us.
Grant Barrow
I love my mom because she
• fixes supper for me. I like her.
Chase Chrisman

What Most Moms Want
For Mother's Day Is .4
Little Peace & Quiet!

I love my mom because she
buys me toys. She make my bed
Garrett Darnell

I love my mom.
Austin Bradley
I love my mom because she
cares for me. She helps me when I
need things
Jennifer Douglas
I love my mom because she
helps me. She helps me plant
seeds. I love you,
Josh Ealccer
I love my mom because she is
kind, caring, and she is nice! Also
sweet, I love her
Whitley Edwards
I love my mom because she
kisses me.
I love her.
Christyn Guigler

But...if you wont to give her
something to unwrap, stop by

Trudy McFarlane
kitchen & borne.
Reasonably Priced Quality
Merchandise

To Reflect Her Beauty

- Gourmet Gift Baskets -

77-mafr eike_9‘;s-jazie
tC

Thornton Tile
and Marble

*

kitchen & home

Your Local Certyled Marble :quittdocturci.
612 South 9th St. • 753 5719

408 S. 12th St. - Murray • 753-0545

Big Look in Diamonds

Mother's Day
Jewelery Specials

One Low Price
Your Choice

1/4 Carat*
"Venus"

SolidGold
Hemngbone
or Rope

Guardian Angel
Coin Ring

18"Chains
Your Choice

1/5 Carat*
Stud
Earrings
7 Diamond
Nugget
Band

Doors uster.
Solid Gold Bracelet
or 14K Diamond Earrings
Yo

9r

Biggest Selection...Best Value...
Instant and EZ Credit!
#1 Mom's
14K Charm

Choice

JEWELERS
* Approx. Total Weight

I love my mom because she
takes me to the park. She let's me
get the dog out anytime.
Jamie Hounshell
I love my mom because she
nice to me.
Ashley Jackson

IS

$32
Illustrations nlarged to Show Detail

ar

95
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I love my mom because she
helps me do stuff. She is nice.
Janene Johnston

h,

I love my mom because she
buys me lots of candy
Blake Lencki

a

I love my mom because she is
nice to me. She buys me lot of
candy and toys.
I love her,
L,eanna Linn

ni

I love my mom because she
buys me lots of clothes. She cooks
good suppers.
Josh Miller

sl

I love my mom because she
loves me!
Wes Steele
I love my mom because she
feeds me supper. She also loves
me.
Ben Tidwell
I love my mom because she
spoils me. She made dad get our
two dogs. She is nice and kind I
love her very much!
Rachel Rushing
I love my mom because she is
sweet and soft.
Elysa Durbin
I love my mom because she
helps us.
Anthony Gremore
I love my mom because she
cooks for me.She helps me clean
up my room.
Robert Guthrie

Designer
Cluster
Ladies
iamond
Horseshoe

I love my mom because she is
special to me. I love her
Alley Hendon

Leisha
Stetson's
Class
why I love my mom I Love my
mom is becus she is gowing to gif
me seven doks becus I cled pu the
hows. I cled my rem and my
bruthrs rem
Keith Rice
Why I Love my mom Becos
Sey Bis me Bb gos
Zachery Kolb
Why I Love My MoM. She is
The Bate Theg I Avre had. She is
The one i Can trai in if She DiDe i
Wihe go Wihc. I Love My MoM.
CarMcan Mercado

• See Page 12
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Pat Cherry's Class
Dear Mom,
I love you,because you love me
and I love you. And you buy me
wonderful presents. And she lets
us buy bunnies.
HaiIcy'Nutt

; is

she
me

I love my mom, because she is
my mom. She bought me and my
sister a trampoline and a kitten.
She plays with us.
Love,
Heather McKnight

is

she
ce.

I love my mom, because she
loves me and she doesn't hate me!
She loves me. She loves me very
much.
•
Lauren Oliver
I love my mom,becaause she is
nice. She buys me toys, clothes
and hats. She gives me pizza,corn,
chicken and best of all is McDonald's and KFC and Captian D's.
Love
Brady Orr

I love mom because she is nice
I love my mom because I give
her flowers on Mother's Day. She to me and she cares for me. She
buys me toys all the time. I love loves me a lot. She does a lot for
my dad too! He buys me ice cream me. She reads to me and gives me
clothes to wear. She buys me toys
and hot dogs.
to play with.
Adam
Ashley Winkler
I like my mom because she
nice. She give me an allowance.
I love my mom. She is very
She gives me my favorite food and nice. I will clean up my room.She
buys me toys and candy. She buys will give me money if I clean up
me shoes. The End
my r001'11.
Addie Courtney
Cassidy Underwood
Why I like my mom is because
I love my mom because she
she buys me shoes,clothes and she
buys me sandals, food and she takes me places. She takes me
loves me. She buys me pets and skating or she gets me ice cream.
giveme an allowance. She buys She brings supper home. She'll go
me toys, bikes and she gives me to McDonald's or KFC or Captain
D's. But she still cooks.
roller blades.
Martin
Zachary
Luke Stinnett

she

is
of

she
oks

she

she
yes

I love my mom, because she
Why I love my mom is she lets
takes me to Pagliai's or KFC or me play outside. And she lets me
Hardees.
invite Justin over. He's one of my
Alex Cain
neighbors. And she buys clothes
I love my mom, because she for me. She lets me eaat pizza
takes good care of me. I love her when we go out to eat.
Love,
very much.
Joshua Price
Love,
Jenny Smith

Why do I love my mom? I love
my mom, because she does a lot
for me. She 'helps me out on
homework. She give me some
cookies and brownies once in
awhile. She takes us on trips. She
does a lot more thin_gs for us.
Hanna Nutt I love you mom.

SMUTS
of Murray
FRAGRANCES:
'Elizabeth Arden •Red Door
•Sunflowers •Blue Grass
*White Diamonds 'Chloe
•True Love 'White Shoulders

GIFT SETS:

she
our
id I

Sunday, May 12
Served 12 Noon until 8:00 p.m.

is

Chilled Fresh Fruit
Roast Top round of Choice Beef
Carved on Line

she

Succulent Roast Pork
Apple Dressing

she
an

Old Fashioned Chicken and Dumplings
Golden Fried Breaded Shrimp
Chefs Selection of Garden Vegtables
Soup/Salad Bar
Variety of Salads and Relishes
Cheese Bar
A Selection of Favorite Cheeses
Dessert Table
Featuring Our Bread Pudding with Sauce
Other Special Desserts

; my
)gif
the
my

•White Diamonds by
Elizabeth Taylor: Eau de*
Toilette Spray & Dusting
Powder
*White Shoulders: Eau de
Cologne Spray & Body
Lotion
'Sunflowers: Eau de
Toilette Spray & Perfumed
Bath & Shower Gelee
Believes Mothers
Deserve A Few Quiet Moments

FREE Gift Wrapping

SLEEPWEAR:
• Gowns 'Robes 'Pajamas
in cotton blends, knits and nylon tricot

SLIPPERS:

1

ecos

Kenlake State
Resort Park
15 miles east of Murray
on Hwy. 94
1-800-325-0143 • 502-474-2211

he is
he is
iDe
IoM.

Use Bright's Charge, Visa, MC & Layaway
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TUESDAY, MAY 1, 1996

Anne Herndon's Class
1100 Cllestm4t
50'2-753-1133

I Love MY mother because
she gives me toys, she L,eTs me
drink her Tea,she plays footitall,
she goes to my friends house,she
gives me food.
George

I love my mother because. She
did someting good to me. I was
hurt yesterday. I fell. Off my
BiKe. You stad Whith me When
I got hurt. I love you mom!
Kelsie

I love my mother because she
Takes care of me?
JACOB

I love my mother because she
is very nice she wears lipstick
and she wears makeup and she
loves me
Courtney Brooke Futrrell

I love my mother because she
gives me toys and she helps me
we git moeyery
Ben
I love my mom because she
bys me toys and she takes me to
wal-mart. she brushes my hair
for me.
Love
Nichole Hudson
I love my motther because she
is nice ot me
Lee
i love my mother because she
fixes Me Supper, WaShes. Me.
Washes.
Worth

Take Advantage Of Our
Spring Savings
Chaise Lounge

5 Piece Set
Table & Four Chairs

t4t,

I love my mother because She
is nice to me because She helps
me when I am hurt she Pot a
Bandos.
love BeBe

tin I

wrglit —
glM6.2

Now

I love my omther twase lal
heaata!
Jordan

'-z-7y4fir

Regular $595

'299"

- -

I love my mother because she
loves me. She Plays nintendo
with me.
LANdoN Cain

Regular $382

Now $21995

NOW
SALE
Tea Cart

Save M.%
On All Styles

4110.
iliaLT#7:
I
,a:. "
f
f . •46,
to..

• '
i••

I love my mother because she
fixes my supper and she loves me
aaloi she also buys me clothes
and shoes toys too candy she
takes me to fun places like
chucKie chuese and she loves me
and we have fun Righter and she
bri,ng me present like cute little
Puppy Dogs.
Brittany Bailey
I love my mother because? she
takes me to pagliai's.
Holly

"itP4

vA:tf

3 Piece Set
Cafe Table &
Two Chairs

Glider
Regular $366

Regular $354

Now

Now

$199"

Now $17995

$1 "
Meadowcraft

Spring
Chair
Leg Chair

Regular $185

Now

'99"

Table
Regular $132

II See Page 15

Regular $304

Some Women
Spend A Fortune
On Their Clothes...

easudfurAtiewr

Others
Just
Look
That
Way

Regular $141

Now

$89"

Now $89
"
•

Thurman's
FURNITURE

pScale
ReSale

LW Sales of
Gently Worn Clothing

208 E. Main

Store Hours: 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. • 7534834

F 104. S 10-3

1101 Pans Road
(Formed),Clemmies)

r

r
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Mrs. Jones' Class
she
me

she
to
hair

she

she
We.

She
glioS
a

!al

she
tdo

she
me
hes
she
Ike
me
she
tde

she

a

'cad
!es)

I love my mom because in
May She lets me go to the
paoock. She taskiser of me when
im sik.
Sabra
I love my mom because she
loves me and i love her and she
takes good care of me when i'm
sick and i take good care of her
when she is sick and she takes me
places evryday.
Wesley B

I love my mom becaus she my
favoite mom and she takes care
of me when I am sick.
Sarah colleen Gulotta

I love My MoM because she
LoVes Me and letS Me GO to
Birthday parties in Gate land she
lets Me GO play put put.
Jacob

I love my mom because she
Almost Always gives me a Sanck
and She loves me tooH
Heather

I love my mom because-shelets me go clean-my-room.-sheletsme goto-Paglia's on thursday
and she letsme go to Granny's
house sometimes-madisonRKsee las-I love you see las I love
you see Las TheRetime seeR was
I love you
Mirandak

I love my mom because She
loves my she takes places
Courtney

Kathy Cleaver's Class
I love my mom because she is
good to me.
Jordan Patterson

I love my mom because she
lovs me to.
Kaytlin Young

I love my mom because She
gets me toys and food and tacks
me plases and other stuff.
Darren christopher Jackson

I love my mom because she is
nice to me and I love her.
Julie Gingles

I love my mom because she
rides a bike with me. And she
helps me.
Tucker Adams
I love my mom because she is
goinging to take me boling tonight. And mom is a great
mother, she is my favrite mother.
love
Kelsey Dublin
I love my mom because She
gets me a soccer ball and She is
The nicest mom
Meagan Brook STArKS
I love my mom because She
gets me icecream.
JaKe Hutson
I love my mom because she is
nice to me and she loves me too.
JamieLeeHutson
I love my mom Because she
buys me new shoes and close. I
love my mom because she said
were gong to the smokie mountens.
Neena Outland
I love my mom because she
takes me skating everey Chance
she gets. She bowling.
Adam Crawford

I love my mom because she's
going to take me to the Boy Scout
museum.
Travis Saucier
I love my mom because she
take me to the zoo
Caitlin Perkins

I love my mom because she
takes very, very good care of me.
Kelsey Weaver

I love my mom because she is
bootfol.
Leif Cannon

President
has poems
published

I love my mom because she is
pretty.
Reese Grogan

I love my mom because I care
about her. because she is my
favorite mom. I have so much to
do with her. She taks good care
of me wine I get sike. She will let
me go to the stor with her. She
will make a cake. I love her and
she loves me
Brec Elwell
I love my Mom because she
helps me with my homeworks.
and because she takes me to
pagliai's. And also because she
takes me to Disney World.
Josh

I love my mom because she's
my Best mommy.
Justin Wyatt
I love my mom because my
mom fexis my suppr.
Trent

I love my mom because She is
nice to me and She Takes care of
me wheN I'm Sick and I Take
care of her and She Loves me and
I love her She is always There
when I have questions.
Sarah Griggs

I love mom because she gives
good she tucks me in bed and
feeds my dog. Sometimes she
lets me go to YMCA.
Wesley H

I love my mom because she
does cool theings with me she
tcard down a how se with me and
played dons with me and ploycd
on the trampoline.
Nathan

I love my mom because she
loves me and because almost all
the time she lets me go to Pagliais
for a Birthday, and when I had
questions she was allwas trhee,
and because she takes care of me.
Brandon Reed Phillips

I love my mom because she
GiVe me my B.day At my home
ANd she love me. That I show I
give my B.day
Cassie haNbon

I love my mom becuse she
loves me. And shstrs the gotcart.
And lets me play on the sage.
And the comeputer. And lets me
play basketball. And socer. And
baseball. And takes me to paleise. And lets me eat pazzie.
And lets me watch Godzilla.
David

•See Page 12

Say "Thanks" and "I Love You"

About four million women will
become mothers this year. Besides
making a home for their children,
about half will work at outside
jobs and/or volunteer in their
communities while the children
are still in school.
Former President Jimmy Carter
wrote about his own mother's joy
and inner strength in a poem
called "Miss Lillian," which appears in his bestselling book of
poetry, Always a Reckoning
(Times Books, $18).
Always a Reckoning includes
many peoms about President Carter's loved ones and is available at
local stores.

with a gift from
THE

TRO ASURE HOGyIE

Remember
we ship to
all those
absentee
Mom's

Southside
Shopping
Center
Murray
753-6798
Open 9-5
Mon.-Sat.

50_%

Save-Up To-

Browse through our Mother's Day
gift selections and our Bridal Registry.
"Peppermill's...always in good taste"
928 S. 12th St., Murray • 753-5679
126 Market House Sq., Paducah • 442-0410

SY

WAR IN dmUi A

*MC reinffl

Visions of Love
All the Hopes and Dreams
for the Future can be seen
through the eyes of a
Mother's Love...
Available in 14 Kt. Gold
and Sterling Silver

I love my mom because my
mom is specia.l.
Sarah Camfield
I love my mom because she's a
part of my famly and takes care of
me.
Ginny Furches
I love my mom because she
gave me a $5.
Elliott Loveu

I love my mom because she
loves me and I love her, and she
lets me play ()aside whenever I want to. and she lets me type on
the typewriter, my mom is always there when I want to ask her
a qupstions.
Haley

Throughout The Store

PeppermIll8
sournict Co' sift 811oppe

e
Mon.-Fri. 10-5, Sat. 9-4

J.T. LEE,
Jeweler
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. • Murray
759-1141
/011-0,1
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Mrs. Johnson's Class

Pick a Bloomln. Good Deal for MOM

at

The Garden Path
• Fresh herb plants • Unique baskets, pots,
containers • Quality garclen tools • Stepping
stones -• Small lamps, tables. Rugs • Lovely
notecards • High quality silk and dned florals
• Picture frames • Many more new, old
and handmade items

T-F 10-5
The Village (441 N next to Cain's Jeep) Murray

4094VfOOMfiagEigifAMANifikaii041301*

Dear MoMMy, My mommy
loves me and I love you mommy.
Bcus you are spesh. Mommy,
you are nis mommy. Thak you
for fixn pizza. She taks me to
walmart and Graney. Mommy is
grat. I love my top ovv ppooh.
Mommy I love you Mommy
Love
Frosty Argo
Dear MoM,I love you. Thank
you for coming to my brtliday
partcys and shlool parteys too.
Mary Ann OnT

rO.

4.800 - Nine Diamond Cluster
6063R/S - One Carat Gem Weight of Ruby or
Sapphires & Diamonds
68310 - Opal & Diamonds
4156 - Three Diamonds
67641 - Amethyst & Six Diamonds
4710 - Eleven Diamond Horseshoe
6764B - Blue Topaz & Six Diamonds

Your Choice

'Must See This Selection

Your Choice

4187 - Seven Diamond Ouster
4479 - Five Diamond Heart Ring
6138B - Blue Topaz & Diamonds
5535A - Amethyst & Diamonds
6068E/R/S - Emeralds, Rubies or Sapphires
& Diamonds Bands
3411 - Four Diamond Wide Band
'Affordable Gems For That Special Mom

6177A - Amethyst & Four Diamonds
4519 - Nineteen Diamond Cluster
Your Choice
6845R - Diamonds & Created Ruby
4528 - Twenty-Two Diamond Cluster
61310/B - Opal or Blue Topaz & Six
Diamonds
6846S - Diamonds & Created Sapphire
6'58E - Emerald & Six Diamonds
'Many More to Choose From
iz•
6562B - Blue Topaz & Six Diamonds
:;•).nj
611•TA - Amethyst and Four Diamonds
Your Choice
k
.b4.
0
5
175 - 1/4 Carat Diamond Ouster - Wide
Band
6853E - Emerald & Ten Diamonds
--"ot • 6757 - Sapphire and Ten Diamonds
5654E/R/S - Emeralds, Rubies or Sapphire
& pght Diamonds
Band Rings
_

,
1
'99
Also Gold
and Silver
Bracelets,
Necklaces &
Earrings

Dear MoM, I miss you at
school. Thank you for takeing
me to school and leting me to go
to chess tournaments. Thank you
for takeing me to the Dairy Qeen.
Thank you for driving me to
Paducka. Thank you for buying
me a glow in the dark watch and
fixing mc supper. Thank you for
takeing me for my hair cut.
Thank you for my clock and my
chess bag and board and my
chess clock and peaces. Thank
you for my new shoes. I love you
very very Much!
Love,
Blake McCuiston
Dear Mom,. Thanks for being
such a great Mom! I love you
very very much You are very
special. Thank you for teaching
'me very, much. Thank you for
taking me to chess ternements.
Thank you for helping me with
Math Mack Tigers. Thank you
for buying me gifts in the Cinsanaty Musern gift shop. Thank
you for being at my school
birthday and home birthday.
Thanks for being such a big help
on piano. Thank you for taking
mc to the Cinsanaty zoo. Thanks
for being my mom.
Love,
Bradley Black

Thank you for takeing me to
ICrogers to go shiping Thank you
for bringing me to reshtrants.
Love,
Brian Blalock
Dear Grani. Thank you for
buying me towy, and new
clothes. I like goig to gleason and
visiting Delorer. I love you.
Justin McCutchen
Dear Mom,.!love you. I thank
you are spcshl. Thank you for
taking me to my taekwondo
class. I like wen you made me
pizza!
Love,
Kacleigh Jones
Dear Mom,I love you.Thanck
you for helping me pck my closes
out. You are The speshlest mom
in the wrld.
Love,
Katy Garrison
Dear Mom, Thank you for
cooking raveaoli filed with
cheese. Thank you for buying me
a water resistent watch for my
birthday. Thank you for taking
me to see Little Women. You are
specie to me.
Love
Darlene Kipphut

•See Page 14

Do the Cooking.
Your Mom Will Do
The Celebrating.
Treat Mom To Shoney's
Mother's Day Buffet,
Sunday, May 12.
$799
adult

$499
children under 12

Shoney's will be cooking all of
Mom's favorites including:
• Ham
• Turkey
• Dressing

• Mashed Potatoes

• Corn
• Green Beans
• Candied Yams
• Cranberry Sauce

Salad, Soup & ;Fruit Bar Included

Olympic
Plaza
Murray
753-1968

"Come in and
see our other
great bargains
for Mother's
Day and
Graduation."

SHON%
Classii • American I"()()(l
Hwy. 641 N. • Marra • 753-9257
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Mrs. DAN Class
DEAR MOM I love you mom!
you tot me to tock, you tot me to
wlok. MOM YOU ARE THE
BEST! MOM YOU ARE The
Predeist! Thank you for Teching
me the things you tot me.
your doder,
Jessica Lin Schlabach
Dear MOM, What are you
doing? I love you a hole lot! I'm
going to be in the news paper.
Sary I have bin mein to my
brother mom. mom you are the
best. you are the pretyest mom in
the world, you tote me how to
read.
Your daughter,
Amanda.
Dear Donna,(MOM) I want
you to no how much I love you. I
LOVE YOU VEREY MUCH
!!!! You are the best mom in the
world! I like it when you stratin
out my bangkits at night. I like it
when you read me a book and the
way you tuck me in.y
your daughter
Colleen McCoy
Dear MoM I Love you MoM!
you ToT me to Wolke. you are
The Best. you are nis•to me mom.
LiKe it wen you Fesk my Bed
your Doder
Jenny

Daer Mom I love you. I will
get you a card. I will get you
flowers. How have you ben doing on your home werck. You are
nice.
Love
Luke S.P.
Dear mom Happy mother's
Day. I brought you some candy.
Smell the flowers. How does it
feel to be an angel? I have up to
400 of those things we used to do
on the trampoline. I hop I can be
with you. I am having fun at
schoolL
Love,
John
Dear mom i will do good wrc
for you. I will do good rideg. I
will red mor. I luv mom. shey
tacs me to bascit Robin.
Jory

. ••••••110-,•••/•• ..•••• •
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Deur mom,I luve you so much
i wood play with you. I luve you
becus you by me shoerts.
to mom frum sun,
shannon

Rebecca Cunningham's Class
Why I Love My Mom I love
my mom becus she tucks me in. I
Love her. My Mom bise me toys.
She is my best Mom. And she
tacks me to the mall. She hugs
me.
Nathan Ray Clymer

Why I Love My Mom I love
my mom becus she is beyutifl
and funy. I love her very much
and she is more beyutifl then a
star.
love
Frankie Leslie

Why I Love My Mom She
loves me and I love her. She gos
to walmrt to by me shoos.
Love,
Katie Barnett

Why I Love My Mom I love
my mom. She gave birth to me.
She loves me to! She buys me
toys. She plays with me. She
buys me hairbows. She takes me
out to eat.
love,
Elizabeth Powell (Pud)

Dear mom I love you. What
are we going to do today? Will
you get me a kcntucky wildcat
shcrt? Will you play ball with
me? Can we plant flowers? Can
we play golf today?
Love
Alex
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Remember
Your
Special
Mother!
•
•41

39.99
JenningsTM 5-Ft.
Traditional Swing
Seat for total relaxation.
Unfinished mahogany. No
porch is complete without one!
1125 S 349 100 1

Mother's
Day
May 12th

White or Spruce

69.99
39.88

Revere Ware

20%.

Murray Home B Auto
Chestnut St.
Murray
• ..

•

is great for big meals. Seethrough cover and removable
pot included. NI 519 199 2

Cookware

Makes 6-cups. Beautifully
crafted round ceramic tea pot
st 702 087 1

r --•^----•••••••••

5-Quart Crock Pot

8 Pc. T. Fal

Mrs. Tea Automatic Hot Tea Maker.

Bridal Regiatry & Gifts
111 South 4th St. • Murray, ICY • 759-2100

•101a
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Help Is Just Around The Corner.t

•See Page 14

And They're Even On Sale!

Dear mom, I love you! I want
to do somthing specie' for you
bcacause mothers day is coming
up! Mom I think your speccil.
Am I speceil to you? Have a good
mothers day!
Love
Amy

7neinkette

Dear mom, what are you douing today? I love you. How many
kids do you have? I love you becs
you let me ride my moutersicl
evreday.
LOVe
Wesley

•

Why I Love My Momm Bee
kus I love my mom. she bis me
Hos and she taks ker uv me. She
bys me new stuf.
Jeffrey Teague

Dear Debra I love you. ThanK
You for leting me have the push
Ion moer. Thank you for the
baskit-boll boll you got me.
HAVE A GOOD MOTHER
DAY! Why do you like bunny's.
Love
Andrew Fannin

753-2571
753-4110
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Mrs. Reid's Class
"Why I LOVe MY MOM" I
Love my mom becuos She is
nice. Shes also Butful and She
Use me to be cerfor. I love my
mom. She give me sum foot fur
supery. And I love my mom
today.0
Christina

"Why I Love My Mom" SHE
Bi my toys Bi my a eot FOOD to
EL SHE took my to E prad.
Kyle
Why I Love my MOM She
reads me the Bibl. She tigs me.
She play games with me.
CHR is

"Why I love my Mom." I love
her. she is verry nise. she lets me
do sum of the thaings I want to do
she dosint let me do avrethaing.I
love her so much avrrey day.
Love
Jessica
Why I love my MOM Becus
she helps me. She reads me
books. She paks my luncke.
LOVe
ALYSSa
"Why I LOVe MY Momm I
LOVe my mom becos she tucks
me in bed at nigt. and gets me
brekfist and gets me reby for
anuther day.
Love
Bryan

ENGLISH FARMSTm
SPECIALTY FOODS
10th & Arcadia • Murray • M-F 10-5 • 753-0921

Why I love my Mom I love my
mom bedas I hipl hr wen she beds
hepl. My mom plays with me. I
lovemy mom bedas she talcs me
to school.
CASEY

"Why I Love My Mother" I
love my mom because she lats
me go outside. She will lats me
go over my friens Haus.
Douglass

Why I Love My mom I love
my mom becus she is brutf and I
love her cus she is nis and I hap
my mom do _t1_45.
cassandra

"Why I Love my mom.Becose
she id GooD Too me. And I am
good Too her.
Love
Haley. and i Love mom

I love my mom. She give me
sum foot fur supery. And I love
my mom today.0
Christina

III See Page 16

Matlene Perry's Class
Dear Mom, I am glad you
stopt werking. I wish you didin't
do so much on clening house.
You are Spieshel too. I like the
way you tuck me in my bed. That
is why you are spieshel. I love
you.
Dana Marie Mcmanamy
Dear Mom,I love you and you
love me becos you play whith
me. And you cook spagedee for
me. And you tac me in bed.
Thank you for my bike. And
thank you for my cat. you are a
good mom.
Love
Joshua Ford Hill
Dear Mom,I love you. you are
speshll becacuse you biy me
toys, you biy me shoos. and you
cok for me to. you take me to
wall-mate. you biy me food. you
cep me helthe. you put cloths and
shos on me. you play with me.
you cep a frenle smile on your
fase.
Love
Toni Rutledge
Dear Mom, thank you for
giting me brefist at McDonalds
Russell Meade

Dear Mom,I love you mom.
You do a lot of things for me.
You are spesil to me becouse you
take me out to eaat. The best
thing is you love me. You cook
forme. You by me cloths. I hope
you have a good time in Hawaii.I
hope you have good days in your
life. You by me toys. Your
pretty nice to me. You let me
read to you. Sometimes you let
me cook. You let me ride my
bike evry afternoon when we get
home. You let me go to my
daddys house on the weekends.
You let me play sports,like socer
and baseball. Thank you mom
for all the things you've dun for
me.
Love your douter,
Whitley Elizabeth McCuiston
Dear Mommy,You are speshil
beckos you cook for me. I love
you mom. You are the best mom
a girl could ever have. I like it
when you hellp me read. When I
get a word wong you hellp me
creckt it. Thank you for coming
my hair today. I love you mommy.
Savannah Smith

• See Page 14

12,41,
6,9ca.
rnote
753-8o80

Everyday - 6 a.m. 111 11 a.m.
'2 Eggs *Bacon or Sausage
*Hash Browns 'Biscuits & Gravy

Mother's Day Special
While The Family Is In Why
Not A Family Portrait?
Harry Allison • Lance Allison

607 South 4th • Murray • 753-8809

ONLY 1.85
Don't Miss Our...

MOTHER'S DAY BUFFET
11 a.m. 'til 2 p.m.
*Meats 'Vegetables 'Salads
*Homemade Rolls *Desserts

ONLY

83.95
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Tammy Contri's Class
1 love you mom because you
love me too and you are pretty
too. Happy Mothers Day to you
mom. I love you very much!
Katlyn Smith
I love my mom because she is
nice to me. She cooks me good
cheese sticks.
Aaron
I love my mom because she
mades breadfast for me. I like
Cocoa Puffs.
Sean
My mom is pretty.She takes
me places like the grocery ,
Walmart, and JC Penney.
Zack
hove my mommy because she
is nice. She buys me toys and
candy.
April
I love mom. She cooks good
Mexican food. I like Mexican
pizza.
Scott Adams
I love my mom. I like when
she comes to help us at school.
When I had a bike wreck she took
care of me.
Kaitlyn
I love my mom because she is
nice.
Whitney
I love you mom.Mothers day
is speciall love my mom because she loves me. I love dad
too.I love dad.
Mandy

A vivid way to
make mom's day
This Mother's Day, seven very
special videos,all based on classic
literature, are available to help
families celebrate by spending
special time together.
There is a double-volume set of
"Anne of Green Gables" and
"Anne of Avonlea," about a girl
whose knack for trouble, along
with her irresistible spunk, will
keep all family
members
entertained.
Also available are four volumes
from the Parents Choice Awardwinning series, "Tales from Avonlea." Young Sarah Stanley and
her trials, tribulations, adventures
and joys, along with all the interesting people she comes to know,
are chronicled in "The Journey
Begins,""The Gift ofFriendship,"
"Magical Moments" and "Felicity's First Date."
Get reacquainted with "Heidi,"
a very brave little girl, her cranky
grandfather, her handicapped
friend Klara and the difficult
choice she must make.

I love my mom because she is
noce to me. She loves on me too.
I love mothers day because I get
to buy something for her . She
say "Thank you" . Happy
mothers day!
Alyson Embry
I love you Mom.She lets me
play outside and when it rains I
play inside and I am very very
good. You are a very good mom.
Thank you for cooking me
chicken nuggets.She fixes my
bike.
Michael
I love my mom on Mothre's
Day because she is nice. Every
other weekend I get to go to her
house.
Kristin
I love my mom because she
lets me buy some beads to make
necklaces. She takes me to the
store. She lets me go to the Dairy
Queen.
Lee ann
You are nice, Mom.I love my
mom because she makes supper.
I like my mom because she cooks
breadfast on Satruday and Sunday.
Love,
Derek
I love my mom because she is
nice to me.She lets me play
outside. I love my grandma too.
Kayce

9

MOTHER'S DAY

SALE

I love my mom because she
give me xoxo and she gives me
lots of love.
PATRICIA

20

%

I like my mom because she is
nice and she love me and I love
her.
Hope

My mom lets me ride my bike
outside. One day she went fishing with my dad. She helps me
read and learn my spelling words
every day.
Clint

TUESDAY, MAY 7, 1996

Off
Storewide

Wed.-Thurs.-Fri. & Sat. Only
May 8-11

Daisy
—4 JAM

Village Plaza
South Fulton, TN
901-479-2550

Iim••••••

Fine ladies' Aspire

I love my mom. She cooks
supper for me and helps me clean
my closet.On Wednesday, she
lets me go to Mau's house to play
chess.
Chris
I love my mom because my
mom loves me. She is nice.
Bobby
I LOVE MY MOM BECAUSE I LOVE MOTHERS
DAY
BEAU
I love my mo
nice to me.
MATTHEW

use she is

I love my mom. he buys me
food.She lets me sleep in her
room.She reads to me.
MacKensie

Don't Let norn's
Spectai tia9 Uo
Unnoticed!
Bring her to August
Moon for an authentic
dining experience.

All-You-Can-Eat
Buffet
Lunch Buffet
11-2:30 p.m.
Dinner Buffet
4:15-el0 p.m.

Potted
Roses
$1200
Fern
Baskets
$1 1 99

Garden Gift
Statuary Certificates

Se
ir
$611111

August Moon
Olympic Plaza

759-4653

141'11Vb-V

759-4512
Hwy. 94 East of Murray
Mon.-Thurs. 8-5, Frl. 8-7,
Sat. 84, Sun. 1-5
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Mrs Bloodworth's Class
Dear Mommy, I love you
because you take me playscs,
play with friends sllep with me.
Thanc you for taking me to the
Darcy queen. Thancs for tacing
time off work to be with me.
Love,
Kaitlin Saicr

Dear Mom I love you so much
that I can not thank you. Your so
nice because you take me to the
Wesucm show and let me stae up
utll 1:00 am. and dres me up
prttcy.
Love
Amanda Cain

Dear MoM I love you becase
you let me have a frend over
allmost every day. You let me go
in the Hot tuB all most every
DAY. You Are Pritty. Becase
you have Pritty hAir.
Love
Mady Trevathan

For Mother's
citY Only
FREE Coffee
FREE Drinks
FREE Homemade Desserts
Restaurant
Aurora, KY • Hwy. 68 East

All dinners served with your choice of baked
potato or fries, slaw or salad and all the white
beans and hushpuppies you can eat!

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 4 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
(502) 474-2202

Happy Mother's Day

Dear mother you are spical
Becos you ever will Forget me.
and you buy evrything I want.
you take me everywhere I want. I
like you and daddy. You are so
nice. I will not forget you forever
in mylife. you Stay with me
Whene i'm sick, you are The
BeST mother. you let me go
everywhere you go. you clean up
my MOM.

love
Matthew Wells
Dear Mom. you are speicl
becouse yo take me to Pagaliai's
on Wed. (hats why your speicl.
your SPeicl becouse You PlaY
with the Kiuins out side with me.
You also make the bast food. and
you tuck me in at bed time.
love
WhitneY Sanders
Dere MoM, 1 love you. You
are The Best MoM in The hol
Word. I Love you Becase You
feed me,drcs me,do my hair. and
Make shere I go to scool. T Thik
you arc Butf Becose your Blueese. and yessow hair, and face.
Love
Lacey Laird
Dear mother You are loved by
someone because you love us
back. you aare so nice to take me
evrywhere. I don't no how to
thank you.I like it when you help
me and buba. You are the besi
you fill up my heart so much.
You almose brake the hole thing.
you are just like a wishing star in
the sky flying. You are butaful.
Love,
Blair Lane

Dear Mom,I love you. Happy
Mothr's Day I love you becus
you are nice. I love you becus
you toock me to Liuel Shop of
horrs.
Love
David Bell
Dear mom I love you bec-use
you make BuBey stop Bothering
me. You ceme and pik me up you
are nice to me becuse cverfryday
you corn and work, you arc
Beautful because you love me
very much.
Love
Sarah Doran
Dear Mom I like you because
you Took me To The HOSPiTAI.
.ThANK YOU for quitting your
JoB. I Think You aRe Nice.
LoVe
JUSTiN Doyle
Dear mom I love you I love
you because you help me on my
home-work and you help me
clean my room up. you are pretty
and I like your brown hair
Love
Taylor Pierce
Dear MOM I love you.! miss
you. you are The Best MOM in
the house. I Wish that you were
here. I Think you are cute.
LOVe
Riv. Oliver III
Dear MaMa. You are nice
becse you by me close. And you
By me Shuse. And you took me
to the fish frie. you loock Beudiful I love you very much.
Kristen Martin

1110350136*§0101158013EVAVE8gaggigliOgnil

Mom's Month
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We know it
will be perfect.
It came from...

S

•

ecia r.,. :,. . . . .,. . . . ;,. .,
1 FREE 8x10
With Your
Family
Portrait
Sitting in
May!
...Because MOM
deserves more
than a day!

OAKWOOD STUDIO
Dixieland Center • Murray • 753-7050
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Wheeler's P2 Class

Janet Shepherd's Class
Deer Mom, I love you becus
you are sweet. I love you becus
you work for dokter Harris. I
love you becaas you by toys.
Love
Wesley Huffer
Dear Mom,I love you very
much because your the best mom
anybody cood have. Mom your
the best worker I'v seen in my lif.
Thats why I love you. Mom I
love you because I love your red
hair. Mom I love you because
you made me your child. Mom I
love you because you like the
color green
Love,
Jasmine Crosier
Dear Mom, I love you for
millons of reasons. I probly can't
right all ofthem. One-becase you
helped me live. Two-you always
give me care. Three-you take me
to the swim meats I want to go to.
Four-you help me when I need
help. Five-for taking me to the
pool. Six-reminding me of
things. Seven-leting me get toys.
Eight-you don't get very mad
when I do something wrong.
Nine-You let me ask people over
to spind the night. Ten-you let
me do things I want to do.
Eleven-you take me to swim
practice. Twelve-you take me to
school. Thirteen-you take me out
to eat where I want to go.
Fourteen-you keep me company
when I need it. Fifteen-you listen
to me when I'm talking. Sixteenwhen I can't reach things you get
them for me. Seventeen-tucking
me in bed. Eighteen-reading to
me sometimes. Nineteen-leting
me go to friends houses some.
Twenty-you took me and Charlie
to Idaho. Twenty one-teaching
me to swim.
Love
Erin Adams
Dear Mom I love you because
you broght me in to this world
and gave me lots of love. You
help me on my homework. You
cook good food. And you tuck
me in bed. I love you because
you love me.
Love
Jaleesa Lynn Tharpe

Dear Mom, I love you. hove
you bekos you by me toys. I love
you bekos you are nis to me. I
want you to werk when I am at
skool. The end
Love
Stephanie Baker
Dear Mom, I love you becoss
you put on power rangers. Thank
you for geting batman. Thank
you for helping at school. I love
the toys you gave me. I'm than k ful for you. I'm glad you buy
cereal. I'm glad you buy poptrtws. I'm glad you buy food.
Love
Jordan Belcher
Dear Mom I love you because
you thro ball with me. You jump
on the trampolen with me. You
cook my supper. You help me on
my homework. You get my
smack for me. you take me
playses. You take me to school.
You let me have friends over.
You tuk me in the bed.
Seth Asher
•
Dear Mom,I love you beacoss
you by me a lot of toys. You are
nice. I like you beacoss you by
fish and sherts for me. I like you
beacoss you play boll weth me
and you make brefest for me. I
like you and love you a lot. You
are a good Mom.
Love
Clatu McNuU
Der Mom I luve you becus you
gave me berth. I luve you becus
you biy me toys. I luve you becus
you make donuts for me. I luv
you becus you help me with my
spelling test. I luve you becus
you help me with my home werk.
Luve
Brent Roberts
Dear Mom I love you because
you thro ball with me. You jump
on the trampolen with me. You
cook my supper. You help me on
my homework. You get my
smack for me. you take me
playses. You take me to school.
You let me have friends over.
You Wk me in the bed.
Seth Asher

I Love you because. You are
my mom, you gave us a wind
cimee, you gave me a love-in-go
baby set and nothing else, you let
us go the K.F.0 and I huuuguudddd you. mommy will you
by my mom forever? I love you,
do you?
Dear Mom, I love you becase
you are nice to me. Wine im sick
she taks care of me. my MoM
plays whith me. She maks me
brckfast lunch and dinner.
love.
Matthew Morris

By Way of the Grapevin
Antiques a Gifts
121 South to Old Salem Rd

4

Dear Mom I love you because
you check by Bed for tes!!!!
love
Scotty DeShields

Dear MoM I love you because
You Biy metouuys anD Pusulsc
anD barnZe.
love
Au turn

Dear Mom I loveyou because
you cicins buster Kat and you
make my bed
Love
MAtthcW C

Dear Mom I love you becaaausc. You love me You feed
mc. take me to the Par.
by
Patrick

Reg. Price '395

1

SALE

SALE

$279

$88
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753-9959
Central Shopping
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Pearls For The
Cultured

T

Reg. Price '149
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Diamond
Anniversary
Band

1/2 CT. Diamond
Fashion Rings

!Mother,: Day

6,-)4

Iogime

Center
Murray, KY
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Medically
Approved

WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS'
FOR BOTH MEN 8 WOMEN

El

Supervised

ATTENTION!!

H

All Mothers & Daughters
G

If you have been thinking about
calling our center for your FREE
consultation, don't put it off any
n longer. Join now and take advanV—tage-of-our Mother's Day offer.
Now through May 15th. Call
today!!

A

A
Her
Wreaths at
Arrangements

Dear Mom,I love you because
you arc nice and you let me sleep
wheth you and sometime I love
her very much
Love
Blair Darnell

Your source for Mother's Day gifts that will
really make her smile!

f
20% Off
Storewide

Dear Mom,I love you becase.
You give me videogarnes. She
bise me movies. And bisc me
dogs. And X -men cardes. And
toys.
Love
BT

ut A Sparkle In Her Eye

111 See Page 16

Primitives, Quilts
Birdhouses, Baskets

11

TUESDAY. MAY 7, 1996

Circle the letters as you find just a
few of the foods that you can chose
as part of this weight loss program:
Chicken, Shrimp, Egg, Steak,
Snapper, Cheese, Bread

fLI Nkeste Co cl

ityg-111°

767-0780
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_

COMING SOON!
Hickory Woods
Retirement Center
Guarantee our pre-opening monthly rental
price for one full year after moving in by signing
up now for your new apartment at Hickory
Woods! All it takes is your $500 deposit, totally
refundable,to reserve your home at Murray's first
assisted living facility.
at 753-5339 or

Call Katherine Morris
visit our Marketing Office, 121 By-Pass,
between Artcraft and Curves Fitness.

Lisa Skillern's Class
Dear Mommy, I love you
because your nice becuase your
name is Mellissa because you
have dark brown haair because
you had me first, Nathan secet,
Roger last.
Love,
Aimee Dawn Graves
Dear Mom, I love you mom
and you are sweet as candy. I
Love you very much You arc
spcsole! I like you very much.
Love,
Andrea Bledsoe
Dear MoMMy, I love you
because you are beautiful you are
sweet
Love
Cory Mullins

Dear Mom I love you because
you are nice.
Love
Patience Browning

Dear Mommy, I love you
because you read storys to me at
nite. and you give me ice cream.
and I love to hug you and kiss
you to. you are vary nice to me.
Love Nicole
Nicole Schmitton

Dear mom.I love you because
you or my mom
love
scan Thomas

Dear mommy, I love you
because you are beautiful and
sweet.
Love
Adam Posst

Dear mommy I love you becaause you love me you like me
Love
NiKKi Pierceall

Dear mom I love you because
you are nis and and you are prete
and I love you be cus aue are my
mom
Brandon Ferguson

Dear mom I love you because
y000r mi momy
Love,
Jonathan Belcher

Dear mom I love you because
yo like me. You made somthing
for me. You take cer of me.
Corinne McCreary

1
1

•Stetson's..

MOMS
NEED A
RUM!
Something
that will
make them
look and feel
great, and
the key word
is "RELAX"!

Dear Maryjo I love you.you
are nice. I like you.
Love
Alex1 Farris

•

FROM PAGE 2
Why I Love my mom Because
Wiun mie beud is len I glut to buw
wuitevr wit i wit.
Jeromy Shockley

Give Her A Gift
From Mom's
Favorite Place

* Favorite Fragrances

MOTHER'S DAY IIDEAS.

C

MAY SPECIAL

25% Off Womens Swimsuits
20%- Off Little Girls Swimsuits
Be sure_ to register your mother for 5 free
tanning visits & free shower gel!

Veac4
Tanning Salon &
Mini Storag•

(4,04ty
753-3333
812 Whitnell Ave.

Why I Love My Mom Because
she bys me toys and she bys me
close and I Love her.
April Steeley
shy i love my mom SHc bot me
som nicud bee at ua oucL
Andy H
Why I Love my mom Because
she lot us to play oestsocu and she
lates us go to Bree's hows.
Kelmocm Al-Malki
Why I Love my mom Because
she Loves me.
Heather Collins

"* Beautiful Belts
Great Gift Paks
Gift Certificates

Why I Love My Mom Because.
She Loves me.
Christina Millizer

* Gorgeous Jewelry
* Stylish Hats

Why I love My Mom My MOM
Bit Mey
Aaron Scarborough

•Jones'.
FROM PAGE 5
I love my Mom because she
sumtime let me wash the dishes.
And she let me go to work with
Hid.
Kelsi Lovett

* Classic Handbags
* Spa Collections

Place

Southside Shopping Center

I by my Mom because SHe
BougHT me a Bike
DJ
I love my mom because she
takes care of me and I love her
and she love me. And i take caare
of her and my mom fedes my pets
when im not there. And she
taknes cer of me waon im sick.
And i takne care of her wan she is
sick. And she cooks me brefst_
And she cooks me luch. And she
cooks me super.
Shiley
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Lynda Purcell's Class
Dear Mom,hike my mom when I
get sick mom takes care of me. My
Mom is spechl to me. My MoM and
me like to play. my MoM is fun.
MoM love Me and I love her too. I
Love my MoM.
Love,
Matt Simmons

I by you bekos you are nise to me
mom. shey bis me stuf. she is speshl
to me. Bekus she toys me.Bekus she
baks me cukes.She makes me Kake.
She smils to me. she is swei she
plays with me.
To mom with love
from
Dear Mom I love my mothre chasity on Mother's Day.
becuse mom heps me. mi mom is
nioes to me. she loves me. mothres
Dear mom I love you mom I love
day is fun to mothrs. Mothrs Day is my mom because she nice to me.
on Sunday. Mothrs Day is rosis. I She loves me very muich everyday.
love you so mutch.
And everyday I love my mom too.
Love
love
Kelsey Marie Smith
Brandi Greer
Dear Mom I love you because
Dear Mom, You are beautiful.
you make me happy. I will have a
present for you on Mother's Day. You make delicious food. You'r a
YTou are speciol to me. I love you wonderful Mom. And thanks for
taking me to the carnival.
very much.
Love
Love
Lacy Wade
Luke Welch

Dear mom you arc butiful. you L
play whithme. I love you bccus i just
do. You do projects with me. I like
to sleep with you.
Love
Briana Gradic
Dear Mom, When I'm sick yoi
take care of me. I love you be-cos
you are sweet. When you had a bab
I was very happy + I told her by
her. My Mom hates smakes + I hat
snakes. I love enery think she doe!
Love,
Maggie

Mother's Day Buffet
Chinese & American Buffet 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

Sun.-Frl.
11 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat. 4:30 p.m.-9 p.m.

evtrieratiL•

11s4‘. 641 N.
753-34M

?,1
Dear Mom I love you mother. I'm
glad YOU HAVE A BABY
NAMED ANDREW. Andrew eats
my toes. Andrew crise "Tot. She
gives me cookkis. She gives me
cake. I love her
love
Timothy

Handmade cards make mom feel special
Americans have officially cele- KFC National Cooperative Ad- proud of children like Kelly and
brated Mother's Day since 1914 vertising Program, Inc., which the thousands of students who
when Anna M. Jarvis of Philadel- conducted the contest. "We are shared their feelings with us."
phia originated the idea to establish a nationwide day to honor
mothers. Celebrated the second
Sunday in May, Mother's Day has
become an important day for
families to honor Mom and express their feelings for her. A
Mother's Day card is a traditional
way to let Mom know she's special.
While giving a Mother's Day
card is popular, moms really love
a handmade card, one that is
personalized with loving effort.
Last year a contest challenged
children to use their creative abilities to make that one-of-a-kind
card. Thousands of fourth-, fifthMother's Day was observed in 1907
and sixth-grade students from the
at the request of Anna Jarvis of
50 states and the District of ColPhiladelphia, PA, who asked
umbia entered the Kentucky Fried
Chicken/Good
Housekeeping
her church to hold a service in
All-American Salute to Mothers
memory of all mothers on the
national greeting card contest.
Each child hoped their original
anniversary of her mother's death.
way of expressing their feelings
Throughout the years, Mother's
for Mom, through art and words,
Day has become an annual opporwould win cash prizes and a
chance to have their card protunity to thank Mom for being the
duced and sold nationwide. In the
wonderful person that she is. Don't
end, Kelly Rae Mills of Greenwood, Delaware, was chosen the
miss the chance to tell your Mom
grand-prize winner of the contest.
how special she is to you on Sunday,
Kelly created a card featuring
May 14, and ram LW_ of the year.
mother and child penguins hugging on an iceberg while the child
hands the mother penguin a
"Happy Mother's Day!" balloon.
The inside message reads, "I can't
imagine life without a 'cool' mom
753-2411
201 S. 3rd Street Murray
like you. Happy Mother's Day!"
"All the entries offered insight
to the variety of special relationTerry & Karen Isaacs - Owners
ships between children and their
mothers," said Darlene Pfeiffer,
franchisee and chairperson of the

Did You Know
This Sunday Is...

Mother's Day!
4/4.4elk
-110r 41P,A,
407.

To Special Mothers

EVERYWHERE

B. Churchill Funeral Home

•

Carry Outs Available
We cater to
meetings,
parties and banquets
upon request

Daily Luncheon
Specials
II a.m.-2 p.m.
Sunday Buffet
11 a.m.-2 p.m.

Draw
Your
Own
Discount

10%-50%
OFF
every item in
the store.
- size 2 through plus -

$50
Gift
Certificate
To Be Given!

41c

-Yc

IcgatT
Ladies Fine Appard
306 IL 12th St. • Murray • 753-7441
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LOOKS! •Perry's...
FROM PAGE 8

This year give
mom what she
really wants...
A gift certificate from

griz
Essential Day
Spa.
301 N. 12th St. • Murray

767-0760

to mom Dear mom I love-you.
You are spesol becus I love you.
You take me ot to eat. You paly
splat wef me. Thank you for my
cat.
Chris Kauppinen
Dear Mom I wunt you too
have a gud da. you arc spcshul
too me becus I luv you and you
Luv me. I luv you becus you den
up my bed rum. You do nis
thangs for me. I love you.
Austin Washum

Dear Mom, I love you. I want
go Germaniy to see where you
lived when you were a little girl.
You are spical becuase you cook
for me. I like your cooking. You
play games with me and you fly
kites with me too. Thank you for
cleaning my room. You play
Gatcr gold with me and go to the
park. I love you
Andre Foster
Dear Mom,I thanc about you.
And I love you vere much. And I
thank you are speshool. You are
so speshool becus you cook for
me. Thanc you!
Andrew Tacker

Dear Mom, your the best
mom. I love you. Your pritey.
your nice. I'm glad you kno. whow to coca. Mom yorspecail
to me. Mom I love you beacuse
you let me whear your big shirts
to bed. Thank you for takeing
care of me. Thank you for washing my cloths.
Angclique Jones
Dear Mom,you make me clen
my play room you are swel you
surname bi me barbes you gave
me food I like you when you
gave me pizza
Danielle McClain

III Cunningham's•

•
•

DEAtIwo)
-DueIgo %JdTb
weig,crAopun
914-004 Sr""D6
This Mother's Day, Treat Mom To
A Buffet That'll Make Her Day.
Enjoy delicious entrees and casseroles: a large
variety of fresh vegetables, fruits, salads and
breads: and a scrumptious selection of desserts
or choose

9 oz. Ribeye Steak
with Buffet

For Only 8.49
'Where Good Things Come Together"

FROM PAGE 7
Whi I like My Mom I like my
mom bekus she makes good
pizza. My mom is the best. My
mom gets sum flowers for her
flower bed.
Zachary Burton

My momy holds me wen I am
skard and tels me that she loves
me more than any boty els. She
fixis me brekfest and supr and I
no that she loves me and I love
her to. I love you momy! Happy
Muthrs Day!
Kristen Miller

Why I love My Mom I Love
Mom becez she bys me toys. And
she bys me close. She bys me a
lot of things. And she plays
games with me.
Brett Gibson

I love my mom becos she bis
me new clos. She bis me crayons.
She bis me toys. She tacks me out
to eat. She tacks me to the parck.
Love,
Megan Pember

Why I Love My Mother She
reads me a bed time story. She
feeds me food. She bus me close
and she bys me shoos.
Love,
Kendra Hammonds

I like my Mom. She ceeps me
safe. She splise me with food.
Wine I am afrad she loves me. I
love my Mom.
love
Amy White

4nAiwinn
For The World's
Greatest Mom dtii
,
(Mr
Shop At The;
World's
Greatest
Store.

A

swung,
TOCKam
Bel-Alr Center • Murray • 753-0440

Special Mother's Day Sale!

20-50% Off
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Lamps, Prints & Other Accessorie,,

HappinesaPlace
305 S. 12th St.

753-4567

I love mom becus she bys me
toys. I like when she coks beef.
She tucks me in my bed.
Danny Hutson
Why I Love My Mom I love
my mom because she helps me
with my homework, and she
cooks supper for me, and she
plays with me,and she loves me
too.
Daniel White

III Johnson's...
FROM PAGE 6
Dear Mother, Thank you for
every time you take me to Readdmore and let me buy Goosebumps books. Also thank you for
taking me to Gatti land. Thank
you very much for taking me to
Tae kwondo! Thank you for
taking me to piano.
Love,
Will Pitman
Dear Mom,I love yo so much.
Thanc you for taking me to The
Smoky Moutens. Thank you so
much! Thane you so much for
everything you gave me!
Thank-you
Love
Aaron Tacker
Dear Dana, Thank you for
giving me a big bed and unicorn
sheets and pillow cases. Thank
you for my cat Stelle. I'm glad we
did not selle her. Thank you for
going to ,the Homeplaaase at
J.B.L. With my Dad and me.
Love,
Brennan Andrews
Dear Mom, Thank you for
taking me and Magic to the
Denver zoo. Thank you for takeing me to James and the Giant
Peach. Thank yo for takcing us to
California and the fun park.
Thank you for the two killer
whales. Thank you for my bed
and room.
Love,
Brennan Andrews
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II Herndon's...
FROM PAGE 4

I love myother becaase I love
my mom
Jesse

I love my mother because she
takes care of me and she loves me
from

I love my mothe because She
TaKes meto wal-mart and My
DaD work and to her worK and
My cousin and to Sonic and To
My mom TaKes me and My
cousin and My DaD TaKes me
and my mom and My cousin.
}Carrie

Justin
I love my mother becuase she
helps me when I'M sick. And she
takes me to the Doctor. And she
gives me ICe CReaM with ChoColate.
Susan HoII

I loVe my mother because she
is nice to me. She lets me go
places. My Mom also gives me
toys and she feeds me. Mom also
lets friends come over to play
with me. I love My Mom and she
loves me. My mom reads story's
to me at night when I'm scaried.
Eric

I love my Mother because she
gives me toys. my mon tucks me
in a bed. . .
Ricky
I love my mother because she
takes care of me and she feeds me
she tucks me in to the bed I love
Her so MucH
TODD

I love my mother because she
is nice to me. she gets me new
shoes. she takes care of me.
Alex
I love My Mother because she
is Nice to Me My Mother cooks
Me My Dinner She is the bust
Mother in the WorlD. She also
loves me.
Jeni Walker
I love my mother because she
take me to Mc Conlds and she
gets me a happy meal with a
coke.
John David

I love my mother because she
loves me. she is a nice mother. I
love to play nentindo with her.
Susand

Mom deserves more than one day

To Mom,
With Love
On this Mother's Day

give Mom a gift she
wilt cherish. Choose
from our wkie variety oj
prints, frames, scurptures
and silk plants.
_

The

ALLERY,
"Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing."
301 N. 12th • University Squitre • 759-1019

1

For all of the special care a
woman takes to nourish and deliver a healthy baby, Mother's Day
is the only day of thp year formally
dedicated to thanking her. Surely
for all of her efforts, a mom
deserves more than that.
During pregnancy, a woman
experiences significant psychophysiological
and
logical
changes. There is the joy and
anticipation of bringing a new
child into the world. There is also
the challenge of adjusting to a new
body that has been stretched,
strained and enlarged for nine
months. While doctors recommend gaining 20 to 30 pounds
during pregnancy, many women
gain more.
One famous mother, who
gained nearly 45 pounds during a
pregnancy 36 years ago, turned

her personal commitment to lose
weight into a lifelong crusade to
help others. Jenny Craig, cofounder of a weight management
company, was slim all her life
until motherhood interrupted her
size-6 physique.
"I had a difficult time losing
weight after my second child was
born," she said."At the time,there
was little information available on
weight loss, and few grocery
stores stocked wholesome, lowfat
foods. It was very frustrating."
Even today, with an abundance
of healthy foods and exercise
equipment, many new mothers
still have a difficult time losing
weight. But by making sensible
eating choices and exercising
moderately, a woman can stay
within the recommended range for
weight gain during pregnancy and

ease the return to her pre-pregnancy weight following delivery.
Health experts caution new
mothers from attempting to lose
weight too quickly. Most recommend a weekly loss of one to two
pounds for anyone trying to lose
excess weight. For breastfeeding
mothers, the recommended rate of
weight loss is even less, from a
half-pound to one pound per
week.
Women generally require only
300 to 400 additional calories a
day when pregnant. Contrary to
the myth that mothers-to-be are
"eating for two,"extra calories can
.result in unnecessary weight gain.
A well-balanced diet should
consist of lowfat dairy products,
MI See Page 16
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Special- Gifts for Mom

On Mother's Day, May 12th
One Of A Kind Gifts For
That One Of A Kind Person
Closed
Sunday
May 12th
•
For
Mother's
Day

PIM imports
University Plaza On Chestnut St.
Mon.-Frt. 9-6; Saturday 9-5; Sunday 1-5
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Words aren't always enough
to show your

Love...
Give Her Fragrances
By
Estee Lauder.
Knowing
Beautiful
Tuscany
White Linen
Breeze
Estee
Private Collection
Spellbound
Youth Dew
Pleasures
Cinnabar

1

"Cestnkt
University Plaza
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•Mom deserves more...
Great Gift Ideas For
Mother's Day

vat

• Mother's Day Cards
• Spring Baskets
• Selection of Afghans
• New Picture Frames
• Magnolia, Sunflower & Lilac Candles

111

HOLLAND DRUG IF
Bob Dunn, R.Ph. • Court Square • Murray • 753-1462

FROM PAGE 15
lean meats, poultry, fish, fresh
fruits and vegetables, and cereals
and whole grains. An obstetrician
may also recommend prenatal vitamins with iron.
After delivery, breast-feeding
mothers still require approximately 500 additional calories.
New mothers who immediately
cut calories after childbirth may

experience fatigue, which is a
major factor in reducing the production of breast milk. The key is
to eat well-balanced meals and
healthy snacks and gradually reduce calories as the baby transitions from breast milk to infant
formula,solids and/or whole milk.
During normal pregnancy, ex-

•Reid's...

With A Gift
From Corn-Austin

ercisc can enhance maternal
well-being and self-esteem as well
as ease labor during childbirth by
strengthening key muscles amd
improving stamina. But moderation is the key. Pregnancy is not
the time to increase the intensity of
your workouts or reach for an
advanced firmness level.

II Shepherd's...

FROM PAGE 8

FROM PAGE 11

"Why I LOVe MY MOM" I
Love my mom becuos She is
nice. Shes also Butful and She
tlse me to be cerfor.
By
Michelle

Dear Mom,I love you because
your hair is the same color as
mine. You showed me how to
walk, I like the suprises you give
me when I am good. I want to
reed books to you at night. I'm
glad you by me cerel. I like when
you ride biks with me. I like the
food you make for me. My favrit
food is lasanya.
Love,
Dacia Mansfield

Why I love my mom." be
Because She cooks for me. She
byie's clothes for me. She byies
school spie's for me to.
Samantha

Plush Mother
& Baby Bear

Decorative
Letter Holder
Matthew Gregory, Amy and Kristen Blake McReynolds

Ladies Department
Entire
_
• Dresses
• Playful Short Sets
•Fun T-Shirts

20%•
(Exduding

Pants
Off •Crisp Tops
Accessories)
and more!

Y-NeCklaCeS...They're New! They're Hot! They're at Corn-Austin!

CORN AUSIN
For Ladies

[X)‘ANTO‘Cti • MURRAY

Teapots
and
Teacups...

